
 
LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 

 

Island Civic Centre 
The Island 

Lisburn 

BT27 4RL 
 

21 July, 2016 

 
TO: The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Aldermen & Councillors of Lisburn & 

Castlereagh City Council 
 

 The monthly meeting of Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council will be held in the Council 
 Chamber, Island Civic Centre, The Island, Lisburn, BT27 4RL, on Tuesday, 26 July, 
 2016 at 7.00 pm for the transaction of the business on the undernoted Agenda. 

 
 You are requested to attend. 
 
 Food will be available in Lighters Restaurant from 5.30 pm. 
 
 
 
 DR THERESA DONALDSON 

 Chief Executive 

 Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 
 
 



AGENDA 
 

 
1 BUSINESS OF THE RIGHT WORSHIPFUL THE MAYOR 
  

2 APOLOGIES 
  
3 DECLARATION OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS; 

(i) Conflict of interest on any matter before the meeting (Members to 
confirm the specific item) 

(ii) Pecuniary and non-pecuniary interest (Member to complete the 
Disclosure of Interest form) 

  

4 COUNCIL MINUTES   -  Meeting of Council held on 28 June, 2016                                     
           
5 MATTERS ARISING 

 
6 
 

DEPUTATIONS 
(None) 

 
7 BUSINESS REQUIRED BY STATUTE 

(None) 
 

8 ADOPTION OF MINUTES OF COMMITTEES 
 
Special Leisure and Community Development Committee      5 July 2016 
 
Planning Committee                                                                    6 June 2016 
(For Noting) 
 

9 REPORT FROM CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
  

Items for Decision 
 

  1 Northern Ireland Local Government Association Invoice for National Employer and 
Related External Partnership Work 

2 Programme for Government 
3 Childhood Cancer Foundation International Childhood Cancer Awareness Month 

September 2016 
4 The Somme Association Somme/Guillemont Tour 2016 1-5 September 2016 
5 Best Local Food and Drink Product in Northern Ireland 
6 Brexit – Making Sense of the Crisis Conference – 6 September, 2016 – Belfast 



7 NIPSA Correspondence – Closure of Regional Electoral Offices 
8 Department for Infrastructure 

 8.1   Removal of an Accessible/Blue Badge Parking Bay at 4 Cherryhill Gardens,  
        Dundonald 

 8.2   Proposed Waiting Restriction – Fort Hill, Lisburn 

  
Items for Noting 
 

9 Lisburn Courthouse 
10 Northern Ireland Business Start Up Programme (NIBSP) 
11 Knockmore/M1 Link Road 

12 Junction of McKinstry Road and The Cutts, Derriaghy – Traffic Signal Filter Light 
Request – Oakwood Integrated Primary School 

13 Junior Doctors Contract in England 
14 NI Ombudsman Annual Report 2015-2016 
15 Ulster University Annual Review 2015 

16 BBC Audience Council Northern Ireland Annual Review 2015/2016 
  

10 REPORTS OF MEMBERS ON BOARDS 

(None) 
 

11 REPORTS ON DECISIONS SUBJECT TO THE RECONSIDERATION PROCEDURE  
(None) 
 

12 NOTICE OF MOTION  

(None) 
 

13 
 

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS  
 
Report by the Chief Executive in connection with: 

 
Items for Decision 
 
1   Geographical Information Systems/Geographical Information Officer  (confidential   
     due to containing information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 
     contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour relations  
     matter arising between the Council or a Government Department and employees of,  
     or office holders under, the Council) 

2   Residual Waste Treatment Project  (confidential due to containing information relating 
     to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including the Council 
     holding that information)) 

 



Items for Noting 
 

3   2016-2018 Payscales and Allowances   (confidential due to containing information  
     relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated consultations or  
     negotiations, in connection with any labour relations matter arising between the  

     Council or a Government Department and employees of, or office holders under, the  
     Council) 
4   Community Development Training Bursary Programme  (confidential due to 

     containing information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual) 
 
Members are requested to go to the Confidential folder on SharePoint 
 

14 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
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LISBURN  &  CASTLEREAGH  CITY  COUNCIL 

 
Minutes of the Monthly Meeting of Council held in the Island Civic Centre, The 
Island, Lisburn, on Tuesday, 28 June 2016 at 7:00 pm 
 
PRESENT: 
 

The Right Worshipful the Mayor 
Councillor R B Bloomfield MBE 
 
Deputy Mayor, Alderman S Martin 
 
Aldermen W J Dillon MBE, D Drysdale, A G Ewart,  
M Henderson MBE, T Jeffers, S P Porter and 
G Rice MBE  
 
Councillors N Anderson, J Baird, R T Beckett,  
S Carson, P Catney, D J Craig, A P Ewing,  
J Gallen, O Gawith, A Girvin, A Givan, J Gray MBE,  
A Grehan, B Hanvey, V Kamble, H Legge, J McCarthy,  
A McIntyre, U Mackin, B Mallon, T Mitchell, T Morrow,  
J Palmer, L C Poots, A Redpath, S Scott, M Tolerton,  
N Trimble and R Walker 
 

   
IN ATTENDANCE: 
 

Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council 
 
Chief Executive 
Director of Corporate Services 
Director of Leisure and Community Services 
Lead Head of Development 
Lead Head of Planning and Building Control 
Head of Environmental Health 
Head of Operational Services 
Head of Marketing and communications (Miss A Goddard)  
IT Officer  
Committee Secretary 
Attendance Clerk 
 
 

Commencement of the Meeting 
 
At the commencement of the meeting The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor  
B Bloomfield, welcomed those present to the June Meeting of Council and in particular 
to those seated in the Public Gallery. 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor asked that all mobile phones be switched off for the 
duration of the Meeting. 
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Prayers 
 
At the invitation of The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, Rev Canon 
Ken McReynolds, said prayers during which he remembered Mrs Fiona Haslett, 
Secretariate, Corporate Services, whose father, Mr Thomas James McKee passed 
away earlier in the month. 
 
1. Business of the Right Worshipful the Mayor 

 
1.1  Mayoral Charity 2016/2017 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, reminded the Council 
that as previously advised at the Annual Meeting of Council on 14 June 2016, he 
would be making an announcement on his Mayoral Charity for the coming year at 
the June Meeting of Council.   
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor stated that in making is decision on his Mayoral 
Charity he wished to promote the idea of ‘life,’ which was in keeping with the 
Council’s marketing brand ‘Lisburn, City for Life.’  The Right Worshipful the Mayor 
stated also that he wished to support a locally based charity, but also a charity that 
had influence across the entire Province.  The Right Worshipful the Mayor put on 
record that his chosen charity had a personal connection as his grandson, Connor 
James, born to his daughter, Claire, had been born on 26 October 2015 eight 
weeks prematurely.  The Right Worshipful the Mayor stated that his chosen charity 
had helped and supported Connor and his daughter, Claire, in the days, weeks 
and months ahead. 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor announced that his chosen charity for his Mayoral 
term 2016/2017 was TinyLife, based at Ballynahinch Road, Carryduff, and 
proceeded to invite representatives of TinyLife, Mrs Alison McNulty, Chief 
Executive, and Mrs Valerie Cromie, Head of Fundraising and Communications, 
who were in attendance at the Meeting, to come forward and make a short 
presentation on the work of TinyLife. 
 

        Councillor J Gallen entered the Meeting (7.17 pm). 
 
Mrs McNulty took the opportunity to thank The Right Worshipful the Mayor, 
Councillor B Bloomfield, for having chosen TinyLife for his Mayoral Charity and 
stated that she was delighted to see Connor in the Public Gallery this evening, 
along with his parents. 
 
With the aid of PowerPoint, Mrs Cromie, presented an overview of the charity and 
provided a number of facts and figures in connection with premature births in 
Northern Ireland.  Mrs Cromie emphasised that TinyLife was committed to 
ensuring that all families who had experienced the birth of a baby requiring special 
or intensive care got all the help they needed.  Mrs Cromie outlined the services 
provided by TinyLife and also the families’ experiences at various family activity 
groups. 
 
Following the presentation a short video was shown to the Council promoting the 
work of TinyLife. 
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1.1  Mayoral Charity 2016/2017 (Cont’d) 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor thanked Mrs McNulty and Mrs Cromie for their 
attendance and for the interesting presentations following which they left the 
Meeting (7.21 pm). 
 
1.2 Letter of Condolence – Mr Brendan Cox 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor informed Members that he had sent a letter of 
condolence on behalf of the Council to Mr Brendan Cox following the loss of his 
wife, Mrs Jo Cox MP, who had been murdered in her constituency town of Birstall, 
West Yorkshire on 16 June 2016. 
 
1.3  Mayor’s Engagements 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor outlined the following engagements he had 
attended since his election to the Office of Mayor on 14 June 2016: 
 
- Wreath laying ceremony in Market Place, Lisburn, to mark the 28th anniversary 

of the bombing at the Council’s annual Half Marathon and Fun Run event in 1988 
when six young soldiers lost their lives.  The Right Worshipful the Mayor thanked 
Members for their attendance at this event and also Rev Ken McReynolds for 
having led the worship on the evening. 

- The Council’s annual Half Marathon and Fun Run when he had awarded the 
various medals at both events 

- City Centre Stakeholder Forum event at Lagan Valley Island to discuss ‘growing 
the local economy’, which had been attended by local businesses, community 
organisations, government agencies and local churches. 

- Visit to Castlereagh Dream Scheme Youth Centre, Saintfield Road, Carryduff. 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor welcomed the good work going on at this Centre. 

- Concert at St John’s Hall, Dromara 
- Visit to Down Royal Racecourse 
- Visit to Manor Park Community Group 
- Visit to Downshire Tennis Club 
- Evening reception to mark the conclusion of the International Police Association 

(UK Section) annual conference in La Mon House Hotel 
- Flag Raising Ceremony at Lagan Valley Island to mark the beginning of Armed 

Forces Week which had been very well attended by the service representatives 
and Members of Council 

- Attendance at the presentation of the Queens Award for Voluntary Services to 
the Boys Brigade which was presented by Mr David Lindsay, Lord Lieutenant for 
Co Down at the Boys Brigade Head Quarters in Newport, and which also had 
been attended by Councillor U Mackin in his role with this organisation.  The 
Right Worshipful the Mayor welcomed this outstanding achievement for the Boys 
Brigade. 

- Lunchtime event with Mrs Suzanne Higgins, Museum Curator of the Wallace 
Collection in London, to consider how links could be strengthened with Wallace 
High School and the Council area in general, in the lead up to the Bi-Centenary 
of Sir Richard Wallace’s birth on 26 July 1818. 

- Attendance at the Somme Commemorations at Knockagh War Memorial, 
Carrickfergus 
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1.3  Mayor’s Engagements (Cont’d) 
 

- Attendance at the UDR Memorial Service at Saint Saviours Parish Church, 
Connor, Ballymena. 

 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor extended thanks and appreciation to the Deputy 
Mayor, Alderman S Martin, for having deputised for him on a number of 
occasions during the past fortnight, and also for those events taking place this 
week. 
 

2. Apologies 
 
 It was agreed to accept apologies for non-attendance at the meeting on behalf of  
        Aldermen W A Leathem and J Tinsley, and the Director of Environmental Services. 
 
3. Declarations of Interest 

 
Declaration of interest forms were completed by: 
 
- The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, in respect of item 9.2 
    ‘Northern Ireland Planning Portal Replacement’ in view of a family member      
    being employed by the independent software company commissioned to    
    produce the ‘Pre-Discovery’ report. 
 
- Councillor U Mackin in respect of the Mayoral Charity, TinyLife, in view of his wife 

being a volunteer for this charity. 
 
- Councillor D J Craig in respect of item 9.14 ‘Education Authority’, in view of his 

membership of the Board of the Education Authority. 
 
During the course of the Meeting Councillor J McCarthy declared an interest in 
item 13.4 ‘Infrastructure Investment Conference, Baby Grand, Belfast  22 June 
2016’ in view of his partner being employed by the conference organisers, Agenda 
NI/BMF Business Services.  
 
At this juncture The Right Worshipful the Mayor indicated that should any Member 
require to leave the meeting to notify the Members Services staff in order that their 
departure can be recorded accurately in the minutes. 
 

4. Council Minutes 
 
       4.1 Meeting of Council held on 31 May 2016 

 
It was proposed by Alderman A G Ewart, seconded by Councillor A Grehan, and 
agreed that the minutes of the meeting of Council held on 31 May 2016 be 
confirmed and signed. 
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4.2   Special Meeting of Council held on 9 June 2016 
 
It was proposed by Councillor A Redpath, seconded by Councillor J McCarthy, 
and agreed that the minutes of the special meeting of Council held on 9 June 2016 
be confirmed and signed. 
 
4.3   Annual Meeting of Council held on 14 June 2016 
 
It was proposed by Councillor B Mallon, seconded by Councillor A Givan, and 
agreed that the minutes of the Annual Meeting held on 14 June 2016 be confirmed 
and signed. 

 
5. Matters Arising 
 
        There were no matters arising from the Minutes. 
 
        The Mayor’s Chaplain left the Meeting at 7.29 pm. 
 
6.      Deputations 
 
         There were no deputations to be received at the Meeting. 
 
7. Business Required by Statute 
 

(i) Signing of Legal Documents 
 

On a proposal by Alderman M Henderson, seconded by Councillor A P Ewing, it 
was agreed that the following legal documents be signed: 
 
   The Northern Ireland Local Government Officers’ Superannuation Committee of 

Templeton House, 411 Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2LP, arc21 (a body 
corporate established under The Local Government (Constituting a Joint 
Committee a Body Corporate) Order (Northern Ireland) 2015 of Belfast Castle, 
Antrim Road, Belfast, BT15 5GR (the “Admission Body”) and Lisburn and 
Castlereagh City Council – Admission of arc21 to the Local Government 
Pension Scheme NI Guarantee Agreement. 

 
   Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council and Goshen Developments Limited of 

Beechill Industrial Park, 96 Beechill Road, Belfast, BT8 7QN – Deed of 
Easement across lands adjacent to Hillsborough Play Park, Lisburn Street, 
Hillsborough. 

 
   Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council and Northern Ireland Housing Executive 

of Norwich Union House, 7 Fountain Street, Belfast, BT1 5EA – Contract for the 
acquisition of lands at Rathvarna Drive, Lisburn. 

 
   Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council to Stepping Stones NI of 39 Seymour  

Street, Lisburn, BT27 4SY – Letter of Offer for Workforce 111 Project. 
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(i) Signing of Legal Documents (Cont’d) 
 

 Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council to Enterprise NI of Aghanloo Industrial 
Estate, Aghanloo Road, Limavady, BT49 0HE – Letter of Offer for Exploring 
Enterprise 3 Programme. 
 

 The Executive’s Office of Room E4.10, Castle Buildings, Stormont, Belfast, BT4 
3SR and Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council – Letter of Offer – Social 
Investment Fund – Laganview Enterprise Centre Extension. 

 
 The Executive’s Office of Room E4.10, Castle Buildings, Stormont, Belfast, BT4 

3SR and Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council – Letter of Offer – 
Redevelopment of West Lisburn Community Centre. 

 
8. Adoption of Minutes of Committees 

 
It was agreed that the minutes and recommendations of the undernoted meetings 
be adopted, subject to any changes recorded below: 
 
Environmental Services Committee       1 June 2016 
Proposed by Councillor B Hanvey 

     Seconded by Councillor T Mitchell 
 
Matters Arising 
 
Item 4.7.4  Page 478 
Hearth City Steering Group – 100th Anniversary of 
Professor Frank Pantridge - Appropriate Civic Event to 
Mark the Launch of the LCCC Celebrations 
 
Councillor M H Tolerton acknowledged the legacy left by Professor Frank 
Pantridge and welcomed the decision of the Committee to mark the 100th 
anniversary of Professor Frank Pantridge with a civic lunch and the provision of 
defibrillators and ‘housing stations’ within the Council area. 
 
Councillor Tolerton stated that if any Member was aware of anyone who had had 
their heart re-started to make that person known to the Council.  
 
Development Committee         1 June 2016 
   Proposed by Alderman A G Ewart 
     Seconded by Alderman W J Dillon 

 
Matters Arising 
 
Thanks and Appreciation by Out-going Chairman 
 
Alderman A G Ewart, outgoing Chairman of the Development Committee, 
expressed thanks and appreciation to the Officers and staff in the Development 
Unit for their work and commitment over many years, and also to the Committee 
Secretary.  Alderman Ewart expressed best wishes to the new Chairman, 
Councillor U Mackin for the year ahead. 
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Thanks and Appreciation by Out-going Chairman (Cont’d) 
 
Alderman A G Ewart congratulated The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor  
B Bloomfield, for having chosen TinyLife as his Mayoral Charity as he had also 
chosen TinyLife for his charity during his Mayoral Term in 2009/2010. 
 

Leisure and Community Development Committee     7 June 2016 
Proposed by Alderman S P Porter 

   Seconded by Councillor T Morrow 
 

Matters Arising 
 

Alderman S P Porter, outgoing Chairman of the Leisure & Community 
Development Committee, stated that he had not been able to attend the Annual 
Meeting of Council on 14 June, and wished to extend best wishes to The Right 
Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, for the year ahead. 
 
Alderman S P Porter expressed thanks and appreciation to the Officers and staff 
in Leisure and Community Services for their efforts during the past year, and 
welcomed the good work that so many community groups and young people 
benefited from, which he stated would not have been possible without the team of 
staff working behind the scenes.  Alderman Porter asked the Director of Leisure 
and Community Services to pass on his thanks and appreciation to the staff and 
Officers in the Department for all their efforts.  Alderman Porter mentioned in 
particular the showing of the Euro 2016 Northern Ireland football matches on two 
occasions on screens in Lisburn City Centre.  Alderman Porter also expressed 
thanks and appreciation to the Officers in the Development Unit and the Marketing 
and Communications Unit for their help and support on these occasions. 

 
Alderman Porter also thanked the outgoing Vice Chairman, Councillor T Morrow 
for his help and support during the past year and extended best wishes to the new 
Chairman of the Leisure and Community Development Committee for the coming 
year. 

 
 Verbal Matter raised at Council Meeting on 31 May 2015 

Petition for Autism Services in Lisburn 
 
Councillor T Morrow referred to the discussion on the above matter at the Meeting 
of Council held on 31 May 2015 when the former Chairman of the Leisure and 
Community Development Committee, Alderman S P Porter, had outlined in detail 
the extensive work done within the predecessor Councils in regard to supporting 
individuals on the ASD spectrum and their families.   
 
Having succeeded Alderman S P Porter as the new Chairman of the Leisure and 
Community Development Committee, Councillor T Morrow put on record his 
commitment to continuing to take forward Alderman Porter’s considerable previous 
personal efforts in providing services for people with disabilities, including those 
with Autism, and their families.  
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 Verbal Matter raised at Council Meeting on 31 May 2015 

Petition for Autism Services in Lisburn (Cont’d) 
 
Councillor Morrow reported that following the Council Meeting on 31 May 20126, 
and at the request of the Chairman of the Leisure & Community Development 
Committee, an urgent meeting had been convened with representatives of the 
petitioners, other relevant stakeholder organisations including Autism NI, The 
Lisburn Carers Forum, Autism Network as well as Council Officers.   
 
Councillor T Morrow advised that a number of issues had been identified and that 
a number of options in terms of the further provision of swimming sessions for 
those on the ASD spectrum had been discussed.  Council Officers were 
investigating the most practicable options and stated that he was optimistic that a 
solution would be found soon. 
 
Page 515  Item 4.1 
Dungoyne Playing Fields, Ballybeen – Development Scheme Proposals 
 
Councillor S Scott welcomed the funding that had been agreed at the Committee 
Meeting on 7 June 2016 in respect of the above proposals for Dungoyne Playing 
Fields, Ballybeen, and thanked Alderman S P Porter for his efforts in this regard. 
 
Page 524 Item 6.2 
Petition for Autism Services in Lisburn 
 
Councillor J Gallen requested that the Minute be amended to include wording to 
reflect that he had asked the Chairman if there were any plans to review autism 
services to see if any improvements could be found in light of the petition. 
 
Governance and Audit Committee               20 June 2016 

         Proposed by Councillor T Mitchell 
  Seconded by Alderman M Henderson 

 
Corporate Services Committee               21 June 2016 
Proposed by Councillor O Gawith 

  Seconded by Councillor B Mallon 
 

The Chairman of the Corporate Services Committee, Councillor O Gawith, 
reminded the Council that the Minutes of the Corporate Services Committee 
Meeting held on 21 June 2016 were still subject to the ‘Call In’ procedure. 
 
Matters Arising 
 
Page 566  Item 5.5 
Councillors’ Allowances  
Addenda to Guidance on Councillor Allowances 
 
Alderman M Henderson requested that in light of the decision of the Corporate 
Services Committee in connection with the issue of consumables by the Council  
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Page 566  Item 5.5 
Councillors’ Allowances  
Addenda to Guidance on Councillor Allowances (Cont’d) 
 
to Members he be furnished with hard copies of papers for meetings going 
forward. 
 
Alderman W J Dillon, Alderman S P Porter, Councillor J Baird and Councillor  
J Palmer also indicated that they wished to receive hard copies of papers for 
meetings. 
 
Page 573 Item 7.1 
National Breastfeeding Week 
18-27 June 2016 
 
Councillor S Carson put on record his thanks to Council Officers for their prompt 
action in ensuring that Lagan Valley Island was lit up pink for one evening during 
the week 18-27 June 2016.  Councillor Carson also thanked the Officers from 
Corporate Services and the Marketing and Communications Unit who had been 
involved in this initiative which he stated had been well attended by parents and 
babies on the evening. 
 
Councillor S Carson congratulated The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor  
B Bloomfield, on having chosen TinyLife as his Mayoral Charity. 
 
For Noting 
 
Planning Committee             9 May 2016 

        Proposed by Alderman M Henderson 
 Seconded by Councillor A Girvan 
 

 The Chairman, Alderman M Henderson, advised that the minutes of the Planning 
Committee meeting of 9 May 2016 had been circulated for noting only as these 
minutes had been agreed at the subsequent meeting of the Planning Committee 
on 6 June 2016.   
 

9. Report from Chief Executive 
 

It was agreed that the report and recommendations of the Chief Executive be 
adopted, subject to any decisions recorded below. 

 
Items for Decision 

 
9.1 Local Development Plan 
 

 The Council had been furnished with a copy of the proposed timetable for the new 
 Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Local Development Plan as required under the     
        Planning Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 Part 7, along with a copy of a Risk  
        Management Register, it being noted that both documents had been agreed at the  
        June meeting of the Planning Committee but were required to be approved by  
        Council prior to submission to the Department for Infrastructure for its agreement.  
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9.1 Local Development Plan (Cont’d) 
 

 It was agreed that the Council approve the Timetable and Risk Management  
        Register for the Council’s Local Development Plan and agree that both documents      
        be submitted to the Department for Infrastructure for approval. 
 
 9.2 Northern Ireland Planning Portal Replacement 
 
       The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter received from the  
       Permanent Secretary, Department for Infrastructure, regarding the replacement of       
       the Northern Ireland Planning Portal, along with a copy of the Northern Ireland   
       Planning Portal Pre-Discovery Report.   
 
       The Chief Executive reported that the Pre-Discovery stage had considered a  
       number of options and after further analysis it was proposed to move forward with a   
       new single system as a collaborative venture between all 11 councils and the  
       Department. 
 
       It was noted that the deadline for the replacement of the current Planning Portal      
       was March 2019. 
  
       Councillor S Scott left the Meeting (7.45 pm). 
      
       The Chief Executive responded to questions from Members in relation to a number   
       of issues arising out of the report as circulated, including: 
 

- the need to share the cost of implementing the new Planning Portal 
  proportionately across the 11 councils in the Province 

 
- the importance of ensuring a smooth change-over to the new system with  

   minimal disruption and/or detriment to customers  
 

- the benefit in undertaking best practice visits to other authorities to see similar 
   planning portals first hand.  

 
Alderman G Rice left the Meeting (7.49 pm). 

 
The Chief Executive emphasised to Members the importance of the ‘Discovery 
Stage’ which would allow Members the opportunity to ask questions and look at 
best practice in other authorities. 

 
 It was agreed on a proposal by Councillor P Catney, seconded by Councillor  
        J McCarthy, that in order to enable the development of the current portal, the      
        Council approves the next stage of the Planning Portal development, as outlined in  
        the correspondence from the Department of Infrastructure. 

  
Councillor S Scott returned to the Meeting (7.50 pm). 
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9.3    The Executive Office:  Letter of Offer in regard to the District Council Good  
         Relations Programme 2016/2017 

 
        The Chief Executive reported that following application to the District Council Good  
        Relations Programme 2016/2017 the Council had received a Letter of Offer from  
        The Executive Office and as in previous years the award was at a 75% level with  
        the Council being required to match fund the remaining 25%. 
 
        It was noted that the level of award was £514 less than that anticipated in the    
        Council financial estimates for 2016/2017. 
 

The Director of Leisure and Community Services responded to a question from     
Councillor T Morrow in relation to the discrepancy in the level of award received 
compared to the amount anticipated from The Executive Office. 

 
It was proposed by Councillor A Redpath, seconded by Alderman M Henderson 
and agreed that the Council accept the Letter of Offer in the sum of £126,156.00  

        received from the Executive Office, under the District Council Good Relations  
        Programme 2016/2017.  
 
 9.4 Programme for Government 
 

The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter dated 20 June 2016 from 
the Strategic Policy, Equality and Good Relations Directorate of the Programme 
for Government Division in regard to consultation events which were being held 
regarding the draft Programme for Government framework. 
 
It was agreed that approval be granted to any Member wishing to attend any of the 
public consultation events and that Members Services Unit be advised accordingly 
in order that they can make the necessary arrangements. 
 
9.5   Public Analyst Appointment  
 
The Council had been furnished with a copy of a report prepared by the Head of 
Environmental Health in regard to the appointment of persons as Public Analysts 
to the Council as required under Article 27(1) of the Food Safety (NI) Order 1991. 
 

 It was agreed that the appointment of persons as Public Analysts, as outlined in  
         the report circulated, be approved. 
  
 9.6  Department for Infrastructure 
 
   9.6.1    Provision of an Accessible/Blue Badge Parking Bay at 54 Galway  
     Park, Dundonald 
 
 Alderman G Rice returned to the Meeting (7.53 pm). 
 
 The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter dated 20 June 2016 and 
 associated map from Transport NI Eastern Division in regard to a proposal to 
 provide an accessible/disabled parking bay at 54 Galway Park, Dundonald. 
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   9.6.1    Provision of an Accessible/Blue Badge Parking Bay at 54 Galway  
     Park, Dundonald 
 

It was agreed that the proposal to provide an accessible/disabled parking bay at 
the above location be noted, there being no objections or comments from 
Members present. 

 
            9.6.2   Proposed 7.5T Weight Limit – B177 Lisburn Street, Hillsborough 
 
 The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter dated 31 May 2016 and 
 associated map in connection with a proposal to introduce a 7.5T weight limit for 
 goods vehicles on the B177 Lisburn Street, from its junction with C6 Culcavey 
 Road to its junction with Ballynahinch Street. 
 

Councillor A Redpath welcomed the above proposal by the Department for 
Infrastructure which he stated was a long time coming. 

 
Councillor J Palmer, whilst also welcoming the above proposal, put on record his 
reservations, and the reservations of local residents, in respect of the Carnreagh 
Road which would have additional traffic as a result of the above-mentioned 
weight limit.  Councillor Palmer stated that two large vehicles could not pass each 
other easily on this road, and indicated that he had raised this matter at a recent 
meeting with Transport NI.   
 
It was agreed that the proposal to introduce a 7.5T weight limit for goods vehicles 
on Lisburn Street be noted.  

 
It was agreed on a proposal by Councillor J Palmer, seconded by Councillor  
A McIntyre, that a letter be sent to Transport NI conveying the issues raised in 
relation to the Carnreagh Road, and requesting that consideration be given to 
strengthening the stretch of road on the Carnreagh Road from the junction down to 
the primary school where a number of parents park when collecting children from 
school. 

 
  9.6.3 Statutory Rules of Northern Ireland – Road Traffic and Vehicles – Bus 
   Lane Orders 
 

The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter regarding a proposal to 
amend the exceptions in the legislation for bus lanes in order to permit access or 
certain statutory undertakers, it being noted that two bus lanes would be affected 
in the Lisburn & Castlereagh Council area. 

 
It was agreed that the proposal to amend the exceptions in the legislation for bus 
lanes in order to permit access or certain statutory undertakers it be noted, there 
being no objections or comments from Members present. 
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 Items for Noting 
 
 9.7    Phoenix Natural Gas – Construction Activity and Associated Road Closures- 
        Hillsborough 
 
 The Council had been furnished with and noted the content of a copy of a map 
 received from Phoenix Natural Gas detailing their construction activity along with 
 the associated road closures in the Hillsborough area over the next two months. 
  
 9.8    Initial Research into a Levy on Derelict/Idle Sites and Buildings 
  
 The Council had been furnished with and noted the content of a copy of a letter 
 from the Department of Finance & Personnel regarding initial research into a levy 
 on derelict/idle sites and buildings. 
 
 The Chief Executive reported that in an effort to provide the addresses of such 
 properties within the Lisburn & Castlereagh City area, the Head of Building Control 
 was co-ordinating the collection of such site addresses with other Council Heads 
 of Service to populate a bespoke online portal which had been set up especially to 
 accommodate the collection of such information.  A further report on this matter 
 would be brought before the Development Committee when the above-mentioned 
 information had been collected. 
 
 9.9 Erasmus + Letter of Offer – Regional Apprenticeship Alliances for SMEs 
   
 The Chief Executive reported that the Council had received a letter of offer 
 mandate for €48,314 (circa £38.040) under the EU Erasmus + Programme to 
 deliver a project entitled ‘RAISE’ – Regional Apprenticeship Alliances for SMEs.  
 The project aimed to increase the capacity of local SMEs to improve 
 apprenticeship uptake, and would work in partnership with other similar delivery 
 agents in Poland, Spain, Holland and France in order to share best practice. 
 
 It was noted that the total cost of the project would be €60,392 with the grant offer 
 of €48,314 representing 80% of the total costs with the remaining 20% (€12,078) 
 to be co-financed by the Council via ‘in kind’ contribution (staff resource). 
 
 The Chief Executive advised the Council that the letter of offer mandate had been 
 signed and returned to the awarding body on Thursday 9 June 2016 to adequately 
 meet a requirement to return documentation within 10 working days. 
 
 It was agreed that the Chief Executive’s report in respect of the EU Erasmus + 
 Programme be noted. 
 
 9.10 Away Day 
 
 The Council had been furnished with and noted the content of a report on the 
 Council’s Away Day held on 16 May 2016.   
 
 The Chief Executive reminded the Council that it had been agreed that a further 
 Away Day be held in October/November 2016 in La Mon House Hotel and 
 reported that preliminary arrangements were underway in regard to holding the 
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 9.10 Away Day (Cont’d) 
 
 next Away Day in November 2016, with a date and time to be agreed in due 
 course. 
 
 It was agreed that the Chief Executive’s Report be noted. 
 
 9.11 Roads (NI) Order 1993  Abandonment of Public Rights-of-Way at  
    Derriaghy Road, Lisburn 
 
 The Council had been furnished with additional correspondence dated 10 June  
         2016  from Transport NI regarding proposed abandonment of public rights of way  
 at Derriaghy Road, Lisburn. The original correspondence was noted at the 
 Environmental Services Committee Meeting of 1 April 2015. 
 
 It was agreed that the additional correspondence from Transport NI in regard to 
 the proposed abandonment of public rights-of-way at Derriaghy Road, Lisburn be 
 noted. 
 
 9.12 Ballyknockan Park, Lisburn 
   Extinguishment of Public Right-of-Way Order No 1 2016 
 
 The Council had been furnished with, and noted the content of, a copy of a letter 
 received from the NI Housing Executive regarding the above extinguishment order 
 which had been confirmed by the Department of Communities on 24 May 2016. 
 
 9.13 Department for Infrastructure 
 
   9.13.1 A1 Hillsborough Road between Hillsborough Roundabout and 
    Pantridge Link, Hillsborough – Stopping Up Order (Northern  
    Ireland) 2016 
 
 The Council had been furnished with a copy of a letter dated <> draft order and 
 associated maps, together with a copy of the Statutory Notice of Intention received 
 from Transport Legislation Branch with regard to the above which would be 
 published in the Dromore Leader, Ulster Star, Irish News, News Letter, Belfast 
 Telegraph and Belfast Gazette. 
 
 It was agreed that the intention of the Stopping Up Order (NI) 2016 at A1 
 Hillsborough Road between Hillsborough Roundabout and Pantridge Link, 
 Hillsborough be noted. 
 
 9.14 Education Authority 
 
 The Council had been furnished with and noted the content of a copy of a letter 
 dated 13 June 2016 from the Education Authority providing an update on the work 
 of the Authority and the key personnel changes and contact details. 
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 9.15   Circuit of Ireland 
 
 The Chief Executive reported that an email had been received from the organisers 
 of the Circuit of Ireland expressing their thanks to the Council as one of its key 
 partners for its support to the 2016 Circuit of Ireland event, and advised that the 
 Circuit of Ireland had won the Best Event/Festival Experience at the Northern 
 Ireland Tourism Awards. 
 
 Additional Report by Chief Executive  
 
 Items for Noting  
 
 9.16 Termination of UK Membership of European Union 
 
 The Council had been furnished with and noted the content of a copy of an email 
 dated 27 June 2016 from the Department of the Economy and also a memo dated 
 24 June 2016 from the Northern Ireland Local Government Association, both in 
 connection with the termination of UK Membership of the European Union. 
 
 9.17 Autism Northern Ireland and Autism NI – Lisburn Support Group 
 
 The Council had been furnished with a copy of a statement dated 27 June 2016 
 from Autism NI and Autism NI Lisburn Support Group in regard to the role of 
 Autism NI which had been received by The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor 
 B Bloomfield, with the request that the statement be circulated to all Members of 
 Council. 
  
 It was agreed that the statement from Autism NI be noted. 

 
10.    Reports from Members on Boards 
 
 10.1 Voluntary Services Lisburn 
  Councillor A Givan 
 

Councillor A Givan reminded the Council that he had been nominated by the 
Council to the Board of Voluntary Services Lisburn (VSL) and stated it was with 
regret that the organisation had ceased trading and had gone into a company 
voluntary arrangement from 2 June 2016. Accordingly his position as the Council 
representative on VSL had also ceased. 

 
Councillor Givan paid tribute to the work of VSL over the years and wished to put 
on record his sincere thanks to the Chairman of VSL, Mr Martin Bush, and all the 
Board members down through the years, in particular over recent years when the 
Board members suffered considerable stress during a difficult time. 
 
The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, thanked Councillor  
A Givan for his report. 
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11. Reports on Decisions Subject to the Reconsideration Procedure 
 
 There were no reports on decisions subject to the reconsideration procedure. 
 
12. Notice of Motion 
 
 There were no Notices of Motion for consideration. 
      
13. Confidential Report by the Chief Executive 
 
        The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, reported that the item 
 in the Confidential report related to the Residual Waste Treatment Project and 
 was required to be considered “In Committee” due to information relating to 
 financial or business affairs of the organisation concerned (including the Council 
 holding that information). 
 
 “In Committee” 
  
        It was proposed by Councillor J Baird, seconded by Councillor N Anderson, and     
        agreed that the Confidential Business, be considered “In Committee” in the 
 absence of press or members of the public. 
   
 Members of the public seated in the Public Gallery left the Meeting (8.09 pm). 
 
 13.1 Residual Waste Treatment Project 
 
 The Chief Executive reminded the Council of its membership of arc21 and the 
 decision taken in January 2016 by Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council to endorse 
 the lodging of an appeal with PAC in respect of the residual waste treatment 
 project. 
 
 The following documentation had been circulated to the Council in connection with 
 the above matter: 
 

a) copy of a report presented to the Environmental Services Committee in 
January 2016,  
 

b) an extract from a update report considered at the Environmental Services 
Committee in June 2016 and 
 

c) copy correspondence dated 7 June 2016 from Antrim and Newtownabbey 
Borough Council to the Chief Executive of arc21 seeking further clarification on 
a number of issues concerning the Project. 

 
The Chief Executive responded to questions from Members in connection with a 
number of issues arising from the report as circulated. 
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13.1 Residual Waste Treatment Project (Cont’d) 
 
Following discussion it was agreed that: 
 
a)  the Council grants retrospective approval to endorse the drafted letter to  
       Antrim and Newtownabbey Borough Council by Mid and East Antrim Borough  
       Council, and  
 
b) the Council writes to Mr John Quinn, Chief Executive, arc21, requesting that 

representatives of arc21 make a presentation to a future Meeting of Council in 
order to clarify a number of issues raised by Members in relation to the 
Residual Waste Treatment Project. 

 
It was agreed by Alderman A G Ewart, seconded by Councillor A P Ewing, and 
agreed to come “out of Committee” and normal business was resumed. 

 
     Resumption of Normal Business 
 
14.  Any Other Business 

 
14.1  BREXIT - Funding Implications for Council 
         Councillor T Morrow 
          
Following comments from Councillor T Morrow in regard to financial implications 
for the Council in the event of Britain’s departure from the European Union it was 
proposed by Councillor T Morrow, seconded by Councillor J McCarthy, and 
agreed that relevant Council Officers prepare a report on the potential impact on 
grant funding to the Council for projects such as the Local Action Group of the 
Rural Development Programme. 
 
Comments were noted from Councillor N Anderson in regard to the requirement of 
Article 50 of the Treaty of the European Union, to be in place in order that a 
country can leave the European Union, a process that could take up to two years. 
 
14.2 UEFA Euros 2016 - Congratulations to Northern Ireland and Republic of 

Ireland Football Teams 
Alderman S P Porter              

 
It was proposed by Alderman S P Porter, seconded by Councillor A P Ewing, and 
agreed that a letter from The Right Worshipful the Mayor. Councillor B Bloomfield, 
be sent to the manager of the Northern Ireland Football Team, Mr Michael O’Neill, 
thanking him and his team for a tremendous experience for all their fans in  
Northern Ireland during the Euros 2016, and also congratulating them on what 
they achieved during the Championships. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor P Catney, seconded by Councillor A Grehan, and 
agreed that a letter from The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, 
be sent to Mr Martin O’Neill, manager of the Republic of Ireland Football Team, 
congratulating him and his team on their achievement at the Euros 2016. 
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Councillor A McIntyre left the Meeting (8.17 pm) 
 
14.3 Infrastructure Investment Conference 
 Baby Grand, Belfast  22 June 2016 
 Alderman D Drysdale 
 
Councillor J McCarthy left the Meeting (8.20 pm) 
 
Alderman D Drysdale reported on his attendance at Agenda NI’s Infrastructure 
Investment Conference in Belfast on Wednesday 22 June 2016 and put on 
record his dissatisfaction in relation to the standard of speakers on this occasion.   
Of particular concern was the fact that the speaker on Rapid Transit did not have 
the answers to questions raised. 

  
It was agreed on a proposal by Alderman D Drysdale, seconded by Alderman  
U Mackin,that a letter of concern in this regard be sent to the conference 
organisers. 
 
At the request of Councillor N Anderson it was agreed to include in the letter to the 
conference organisers the Council’s disappointment that the Rapid Transit Report 
did not list a bus service connecting Carryduff and Lisburn, and to emphasise that 
there was an urgent requirement to have connectivity between Carryduff and 
Lisburn. 
 
 
 
There being no further business for consideration The Right Worshipful the Mayor, 
Councillor B Bloomfield, wished everyone an enjoyable and safe holiday.  The 
Meeting was terminated at 8.21 pm. 

 
 
 
             
                             Mayor 
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 
 

Minutes of the proceedings of the Special Meeting of the Leisure and 
Community Development Committee of Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council, 
held in the Island Civic Centre, Lisburn, BT27 4RL, on Tuesday, 5 July 2016, at 
6.00 pm 
 
PRESENT Councillor T Morrow (Chairman) 
  
 The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor R B 

Bloomfield MBE 
  
 Aldermen: M Henderson MBE, W A Leathem, S P Porter 
  
 Councillors: N Anderson, A Givan, J Gray MBE, H 

Legge, S Scott, N Trimble, R Walker 
  
OTHER MEMBERS Councillor M Tolerton 
  
IN ATTENDANCE Director of Leisure & Community Services 

Head of Service (Parks & Amenities) 
Head of Service (Sports Services) 
Committee Secretary 

 
Commencement of Meeting 
 
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting of the Leisure and 
Community Development Committee. He also thanked Alderman S P Porter 
and Councillor A McIntyre for their work during the previous year as Chairman 
and Vice-Chairman. 
 
1. Apologies 
 

It was agreed to accept apologies from Aldermen S Martin and J Tinsley, 
Councillor V Kamble, and the Head of Service (Cultural & Community 
Services). 

 
2. Declarations of Interest 
 

The Chairman invited Members to declare any conflicts of interest they 
might have in relation to the business of the meeting and reminded them 
of the requirement to complete Declaration of Interest forms in this regard, 
which had been provided at the meeting. The following declarations were 
made: 

 
 Alderman M Henderson – Item 3.2 - on the basis that he is a member of 

the Belfast Local Commissioning Group 
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 Alderman M Henderson – Item 3.6.4 – on the basis that he is an 
employee of Zenith and the franchisee of the restaurant at Castlereagh 
Hills Golf Course is a customer of Zenith 

 Alderman M Henderson – Item 5.1 – on the basis that he is a former 
member of the Royal Irish Regiment 

 
3       Report from the Director of Leisure & Community Services 
 

It was agreed that the report and recommendations from the Director of 
Leisure & Community Services be adopted, subject to any decisions 
recorded below. 
 
Items for Decision 

 
3.1 Ballyoran Centre: Rental Assessments of Letting Units 

 
Members were provided with a report regarding the eight economic 
development units at the Ballyoran Centre in Ballybeen, which were 
managed by the Council, and the reviewed rental valuations 2016/2017 for 
Members’ consideration. 
 
The Director drew Members’ attention to the rental valuations of the two 
units occupied by Ballybeen Men’s Motivation Group and Members were 
asked to consider the current valuation. It was agreed to recommend that 
the Council approve the recommended rental assessments for five of the 
occupied units in Ballyoran Centre. In regard to the Unit occupied by 
Surestart it was agreed this remain at the 2015/16 rental level and that 
Officers discuss the position with the organisation before bringing back a 
further report in September 2016. Members further agreed that a review of 
the overall operational and management arrangements for the Letting 
Units at the Ballyoran Centre be carried out before 1 April 2017. 
 
3.2 Dundonald International Ice Bowl Redevelopment (DIIB): Project 

Oversight / Governance Arrangements 
 
Members were asked to consider the establishment of a Cross-Party 
Steering Group in respect of the DIIB redevelopment project. The steering 
group would report to Council through the Leisure and Community 
Development Committee. 
 
Following discussion, it was agreed that in the interim the Chairman and 
the Vice-Chairman liaise with officers to consider development options for 
the DIIB Project, including project governance and report back to the 
Committee at its September meeting. 
 
3.3   Race Against Multiple Sclerosis (RAMS): Request for Sponsorship 

Assistance Toward Family Fun Day 
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Members were provided with correspondence from RAMS, requesting 
sponsorship towards the above event to be held at Lisburn Fire Station on 
29 June 2016. 
 
It was noted the event had taken place and that the Mayor had been in 
attendance, it was agreed to recommend that the Council retrospectively 
approve sponsorship of £200 towards the RAMS Family Fun Day at 
Lisburn Fire Station on 29 June 2016. 
 
Items for Noting 
 
3.4   Seeding Grants 
 
Members noted that applications had been received from two community 
organisations for Seeding Grants of £200. The groups had provided 
required supporting details and under delegated authority the Director of 
Leisure and Community Services had approved the applications. 
 
3.5     Report from the Head of Service (Parks and Amenities) 
 

It was agreed that the report and recommendations of the Head of 
Service (Parks and Amenities) be adopted, subject to any decisions 
recorded below. 

 
Items for Decision 
 

3.5.1   Request for Long-Term Lease of Pitch by Aghalee FC 
 
Members were provided with correspondence from Aghalee FC, requesting 
consideration to enter into a long-term lease of the football pitch in Aghalee, 
as this might enable the club to establish their own ground and apply for 
grants to install floodlighting to enable evening training sessions and to gain 
more control over pitch access. 
 
Members raised concerns that access by community groups and children 
might be compromised and it was agreed to recommend that the Council 
decline the request from Aghalee FC for a long-term exclusive lease of the 
football pitch in Aghalee village. 
 

3.5.2   Crewe United 
 
Members were furnished with correspondence from Crewe Utd, inviting 
the Council to take a table at their annual formal (black tie) Dinner Dance 
on 8 October 2016 at the Maldron Hotel, at a cost of £400. 
 
The club had also invited a delegation of Members and officers to the 
annual Peace Cup football match, which this year would be held in 
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Warrington on 30 July 2016. Alderman S P Porter and Councillor R 
Walker expressed an interest in attending the event and it was agreed that 
the Council be recommended to grant approval for the attendance of 
Alderman S P Porter and Councillor R Walker at the annual Peace Cup 
football match in Warrington on 30 July 2016. 
 
Following discussion, it was also agreed to recommend that the Council 
approve the purchase of a table at the Crewe United annual formal Dinner 
Dance at a cost of £400 and that Members be given a closing date for 
notification whether they wish to avail of seats, following which any 
remaining seats be offered to representatives of Sport Lisburn & 
Castlereagh. 
 

3.5.3   Harmony Hill Community Group 
 
Members were advised that the Head of Service had met with Harmony 
Hill Community Group regarding their reasons for the perceived lack of 
play facilities. There was support for an offer to give over a portion of land 
(approximately 65m x 35m) within the curtilage of the primary school to 
develop a play area / MUGA (preferred), which would be used by the 
school in school time and available to the community in the evenings and 
holiday periods. 
 
Members were asked to consider giving assistance to Harmony Hill 
Community Group and Harmony Hill Primary School in regard to the 
project on the basis outlined in the report.  
 
It was agreed to recommend that the Council grant approval for officers to 
liaise with Harmony Hill Community Group and Harmony Hill Primary 
School to enable them to seek planning permission, develop a sports 
development plan with a view to developing a portion of land 
(approximately 65m x 35m) within the curtilage of the primary school into a 
play area/MUGA, which would be used by the school in school time and 
available for community use in the evenings and holiday periods and 
guide the group towards potential sources of grant funding. 
 

3.5.4   Dundonald Historical and Cultural Society 
 
Members were advised that the Dundonald Historical and Cultural Society 
had been liaising with the PSNI Dundonald in respect of attaching mural 
panels depicting local history from Neolithic times to the station wall 
adjoining Moat Park. They had also approached the Council to seek 
permission. 
 
It was agreed to recommend that the Council approve the installation of 
murals depicting local history from Neolithic times on the walls of PSNI 
Dundonald, subject to the content of each mural being approved in 
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advance by the Chairman in consultation with the Director of Leisure and 
Community Services and the necessary statutory planning permissions 
and indemnities being in place. 
 
Items for Noting 
 

3.5.5   Ulster Grand Prix (UGP) – Update 
 
Members noted that tickets and hospitality packs would be issued at the 
end of July to those who had requested them. It was also noted that the 
UGP Committee intended during UGP Bike Week to attempt to break a 
world record for the most motorbike manufacturers in one location, and 
that the Classic Car and Bike event was scheduled to take place on 8 
August 2016 at the Lagan Valley Island. 
 

3.5.6   Arson Attack on Queen Elizabeth II Changing Pavilion 
 
Members noted that the PSNI and NIFRS had attended a fire on 10 June 
2016 at the changing pavilion at Queen Elizabeth II, which was being 
treated as arson. 
 
3.6      Report from the Head of Service (Sports Services) 
 
It was agreed that the report and recommendations of the Head of Service 
(Sports Services) be adopted, subject to any decisions recorded below. 
 
Items for Decision 
 

3.6.1   Whanganui Sister Cities Masters Games 2017 
 
Members were advised of correspondence from Whanganui District 
Council to its Sister Cities, outlining details of the 2017 New Zealand 
Master Games to be held on 3 to 12 February 2017 and inviting the Sister 
Cities to participate in the games. 
 
Following discussion it was agreed that officers bring a report to the 
September meeting of the Committee providing more information for 
Members’ consideration. 
 

3.6.2   Dundonald International Ice Bowl 30th Birthday Celebrations
 
Members were provided with a report outlining a promotional celebration 
to mark the 30th celebration of the opening of DIIB. As part of the 
celebrations, it was suggested to host a birthday celebration roll-back 
promotion on 23 September 2016: 
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 promotional admission fee of £1.50 and additional charge of 50p for 
skate hire; 

 competition for schools to design a 30th birthday card for the facility 
with prizes presented to the winning pupils; 

 theme night with music, prizes and entertainment for families 
supported with a marketing campaign to raise awareness for the 
event. 

 
It was agreed to recommend that the Council approve the roll-back 
promotional admission fee of £1.50 and 50p skate hire on Friday, 23 
September 2016, to mark the 30th birthday of DIIB, a competition with 
schools to design a 30th birthday card and a theme night with music, 
prizes and entertainment for families. 
 

3.6.3   ‘Beat the Street’ – Walking and Cycling Game 
 
Members were provided with information relating to the Beat the Street 
initiative, a walking and cycling game coordinated by Intelligent Health and 
also including British Heart Foundation, Diabetes UK and Tesco. The 
game involved the placement of beat boxes in strategic locations and 
young people up to the age of 13 would be given a fob to swipe at each 
box. The aim was to try and cover as much of the local area as possible 
either on foot or on bicycle, while their physical activity was tracked. 
 
It was agreed to note the content of the Beat the Street initiative and to 
recommend that the Council approve assistance to Intelligent Health and 
other stakeholders to maximise the impact of the programme. 
 
Items for Noting 
 
It was proposed by Councillor N Anderson, seconded by Alderman S P 
Porter and agreed that Item 3.6.4 and the Confidential Report be 
considered ‘In Committee’ in the absence of members of the press and 
public. 
 

3.6.4   Catering Franchise – Castlereagh Hills Golf Course 
 
Members noted that the current restaurant franchise holder at Castlereagh 
Hills Golf Course had indicated that he wished to terminate the agreement 
originally signed with Castlereagh Borough Council. Officers were 
currently reviewing catering needs and considering potential options. 
 
Following discussion, it was agreed that officers bring a further report to the 
Committee, outlining options for the restaurant franchise at Castlereagh 
Hills Golf Course. 
 

4       Confidential Report from the Director of Leisure & Community Services 
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It was agreed that the Confidential Report and recommendations from the 
Director of Leisure & Community Services be adopted subject to any 
decisions recorded below. 

The Director advised that the items contained in his Confidential Report 
required to be considered in Committee due to the reasons outlined: 
 
Item 4.1: Confidential for reasons relating to the financial and business 
affairs of the organisation concerned (including the Council holding that 
information) 
Item 4.2: Confidential for reasons relating to the financial and business 
affairs of the organisation concerned (including the Council holding that 
information) 
Item 4.3: Confidential for reasons relating to the financial and business 
affairs of the organisation concerned (including the Council holding that 
information) 
Item 4.4: Confidential for reasons of information relating to any individual 
Item 4.5: Confidential for reasons of information relating to any individual 
Item 4.6: Confidential for reasons of information relating to any individual 

 
It was proposed by Councillor N Anderson, seconded by Alderman M 
Henderson and agreed that the items in the Confidential Report be 
considered ‘In Committee’ in the absence of members of the press and 
public. 

 
In Committee 

 
Items for Decision 

 
4.1   Queen Elizabeth Playing Fields, Ballymacoss: Replacement of 

Changing Pavilion 
 

Members were asked to consider the tender report for the replacement 
modular changing accommodation at Queen Elizabeth Playing Fields. 
 
It was agreed to recommend that the Council approve the outcome of the 
tender for the replacement modular changing accommodation at Queen 
Elizabeth Playing Fields, Ballymacoss. 
 
4.2   Lough Moss Leisure Centre – X-Force UK Ltd 
 
Members were reminded that the contractor of X-Force UK Ltd had 
indicated that the company wished to withdraw from its agreement with 
the Council regarding the operation of the fitness suite at the Lough Moss 
Centre but had agreed to extend the contract until 31 March 2017, which 
would allow time to initiate a procurement exercise. 
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Following discussion, it was agreed to recommend that the Council 
approve the initiation of a procurement exercise for the operation of the 
fitness suite at the Lough Moss Leisure Centre. 
 
Items for Noting 
 
4.3   Former Derriaghy Primary School: Correspondence from the 

Education Authority 
 
Members were reminded that the Council had previously agreed to 
acquire part of the site of the former Derriaghy Primary School for 
community use and at the May meeting of the Committee, Members had 
received a copy of correspondence from the Education Authority, advising 
that they were no longer intending to dispose of the site in two lots. 
However, they were enquiring whether the Council would be interested in 
acquiring the overall site. 
 
Members had also been advised of ongoing discussions with Community 
Development Trust NI regarding a possible partnership interest in 
acquiring the overall site and officers had written to the Education 
Authority requesting a delay in disposing of the site, which they had 
agreed to for a two-month period until 31 August 2016. 
 
4.4   Staffing Arrangements: Community Services Section 
 
The Director of Leisure and Community Services advised that the Head of 
Service (Cultural and Community Services) and the Community Services 
Manager were currently on sick leave and it was not known how long this 
would last. In light of the busy work schedule, he advised that alternative 
staffing arrangements would be put in place to enable the efficient running 
of the Community Services Section. 
 
Confidential Report - Any Other Business 
 
4.5   Refugee Resettlement Programme 
 
The Director of Leisure and Community Services outlined for the information 
of Members details of the anticipated relocation of a limited number of 
Syrian refugees families to the Council area as part of the Refugee 
Resettlement Programme agreed by the UK Government. It was noted a 
briefing in this regard would be organized for Elected Members in early 
August 2016. 
 
4.6   Autism Services : Lagan Valley LeisurePlex 
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Following receipt of the recent petition in this regard, Members noted a 
verbal update from the Director on progress with arrangements in regard to 
swimming.  
 
Members were also advised that Council Summer schemes operated on an 
inclusive basis and that Council, through the Leisure and Community 
Services Department, had already this year arranged with the South 
Eastern Health & Social Care Trust to operate a two-week summer scheme 
for children with more complex disabilities, including autism. 
 
The Director also confirmed that arrangements had already been made to 
provide disability awareness training, including in regard to autism, for staff 
at Lagan Valley LeisurePlex. 
 
It was proposed by Alderman M Henderson, seconded by Councillor N 
Anderson and agreed to come out of committee and normal business was 
resumed. 
 
In Committee 
 

5      Any Other Business 
 
5.1   Royal Irish Regiment 
 
The Director of Leisure and Community Services referred to 
correspondence received from the Royal Irish Regiment advising it would 
be presented with new colours in the summer of 2017, and requesting 
Council agree to the presentation event taking place in Wallace Park, 
Lisburn. It was anticipated that the presentation would be attended by 
approximately 1,300 officers and soldiers as well as the general public. 
 
It was agreed to recommend that Council accede to the request and that 
Officers liaise with the Royal Irish Regiment in regard to arrangements. 

 
It was proposed by Councillor N Anderson, seconded by Councillor B 
Bloomfield and agreed that Item 5.2 be considered ‘In Committee’ in the 
absence of members of the press and public. 

 
5.2   Breda Park 
 
Councillor N Anderson referred to the near drowning of a child at Breda 
Park and he asked whether measures could be put in place to prevent 
future tragedies. The Chairman suggested and it was agreed Councillor 
Anderson should liaise with officers in this regard. 
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It was proposed by Alderman M Henderson, seconded by Councillor N 
Anderson and agreed to come out of committee and normal business was 
resumed. 
 
Resumption of Normal Business 
 
5.3   Autism-Friendly Ice Skating Session 
 
Alderman M Henderson stated that the autism-friendly ice skating session 
held at DIIB on 3 July 2016 had been very successful and positive 
feedback had been received. 
 
5.4   Delegated authority 
 
It was agreed, in the absence of Monthly Committee Meetings over the July 
and August holiday period, to recommend approval be given to the 
Chairman being provided with delegated authority to deal with any urgent 
operational matters, in consultation with the Director of Leisure & 
Community Services 
 
5.5   Meeting Protocol 
 
The Chairman proposed the use of first names at Committee meetings 
and he asked whether Members had any objections. Members were in 
agreement with this proposal. 
 
 
 

There being no further business, the meeting ended at 7.18 pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                            __________________ 
                                                                                Mayor / Chairman 
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 

 
Minutes of Meeting of the Planning Committee held in the Council 
Chamber, Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council Offices, Island Civic Centre, 
The Island, Lisburn on Monday 6 June 2016 at 2.05 pm 

 

 

PRESENT: 
 
 
 
 

OTHER 
MEMBERS: 

 
 

Alderman M Henderson MBE (Chairman) 
Alderman D Drysdale took the chair from item 4.6 onwards 

 
Aldermen :  D Drysdale, J Dillon MBE, JP 
Councillors: U Mackin, L Poots, John Palmer,  
P Catney, M Tolerton 
 
Councillor N Anderson 

IN ATTENDANCE:  
Lead Head of Planning & Building Control 
Planning Manager 
Principal Planning Officers (RH and LJ) 
Senior Planning Officers (RT, AS and MCO'N) 
Committee Secretary  
Attendance Clerk 

 
Cleaver Fulton & Rankin 
Kate McCusker (Legal Advisor) 

 
 
Commencement of Meeting 
 
The Chairman, Alderman M Henderson, welcomed everyone to the meeting.   
 
Introductions were made by the Chairman and Housekeeping and Evacuation 
announcements were made by the Lead Head of Planning and Building Control. 
 
Appointment of Alderman J Dillon MBE, JP to the Committee 
 
The Chairman welcomed Alderman J Dillon MBE, JP to the meeting explaining to those 
present that Alderman Dillon would be filling the vacancy on the Committee that has 
arisen following the election of Councillor R Butler to the Northern Ireland Assembly. 
 
1.     Apologies 

 
Apologies for non-attendance at the Meeting were accepted and recorded on 
behalf of The Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor R T Beckett, Councillor A 
Girvin and Alderman G Rice MBE, Councillor Tolerton had advised that she would 
be arriving late. 
 
(Councillor M Tolerton arrived at 2.10 pm) 
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2. Declarations of Interest  
 

The Chairman sought Declarations of Interest from Members and reminded them 
to complete the supporting forms which had been left at each desk. 
 
The following Declarations of Interest were made: 
 

 Councillor J Palmer declared an interest in Application Number 
LA05/2015/0936/O due to the fact that the adjoining landowner was a family 
member.  He advised that he would be withdrawing from the meeting during 
discussion. 

 
 Councillor M Tolerton referred to Application Number LA05/2015/0802/F advising 

that she had called the Application in but had not yet formed an opinion on it. 
 

During the course of the meeting the following declarations were made: 
 

 Alderman J Dillon referred to Application Number LA05/2016/0209/F advising 
that he had been a former member of the Lagan Rural Partnership, a body which 
had distributed significant funds to the pavilion referred to in the application, 
however he had not yet formed an opinion with regards to this application. 

 
 Councillor L Poots referred to Application Number LA05/2016/0209/F advising 

that he had been a former member of the Lagan Rural Partnership, a body which 
had distributed significant funds to the pavilion referred to in the application, 
however he had not yet formed an opinion with regards to this application. 

 
3.      Minutes 
 
 It was proposed by Councillor U Mackin seconded by Alderman D Drysdale and 
 agreed that the following Minutes be signed. 
 

 Minutes of Meeting of Planning Committee held on 9 May 2016. 
  
4.   Report from the Lead Head of Planning and Building Control 

 
Site Meeting 
 
The Chairman referred to a request for a site meeting which had been made at 
the last meeting of the Committee in respect of application number 
S/2014/0548/F and it was agreed that arrangements should be progressed in 
advance this application being on the Schedule of Applications to be determined 
at the next meeting of the Committee. 

 
It was agreed that the report and recommendations of the Lead Head of 

 Planning and Building Control be adopted, subject to any decisions recorded 
 below:- 
 

4.1 Report from the Planning Manager 
 

It was agreed that the report and recommendations of the Planning Manager be 
 adopted, subject to any decisions recorded below:- 
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  4.1.1 Schedule of Applications: 
    

 The Chairman reminded Members that they needed to be present for the entire 
 item.  If absent for any part of the discussion they would render themselves 
 unable to vote on the application. 
 

 The Chairman advised that there were a number of speakers in attendance 
 making representation on some of the applications and therefore the Schedule of 
 Applications would be taken out of order to enable these applications to be taken 
 first. 
 

(3)   LA05/2015/0721/O – Local (Called In) two proposed dwellings with  
  associated works at 2 Antrim Road, Lisburn. 

  
The Senior Planning Officer (RT) presented the application as outlined within the 
circulated report. 

 
 The committee received Mr Trevor Lunn MLA who was speaking in opposition to 
 the application highlighting the following: 
 

 He agreed with the recommendation of the Planning Unit. 
 PP7, Areas of Townscape Character, only permitted such intensified 

development in exceptional circumstances and there were none in this 
case.  Exceptions were extensions, conversions and significant gap 
sites and none of these applied in this instance. 

 The development would result in loss of amenity for neighbouring 
residences. 

 The development was not in keeping with the area. 
 He could see no reason for approving this application. 
 He supported objectors and planners. 

 
        There were no questions for Mr Lunn. 
 
 The Committee received Mr Clyde Shanks who was speaking in opposition to the 
 application highlighting the following: 
 

 That he was a Planning Consultant and a Lisburn resident. 
 There were three key areas – The nature of the proposal, Planning Policy 

tests and the weaknesses of the arguments of the agent. 
 This was back-land and as such had to be treated differently. 
 Regarding PP7, this application was not in keeping with the area and did 

not meet any of the three exceptions outlined. 
 Regarding the agent drawing on other examples, these formed part of a 

continual frontage, this one does not. 
 He then highlighted recent cases where similar applications were given 

approval which was subsequently overturned. 
 He supported the recommendation of the Planning Unit. 

 
 There were no questions for Mr Shanks. 
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 The Committee received Mr Andrew McCready who was speaking in support of 
 the application highlighting the following: 
 

 Mr McCready sought approval to distribute maps showing the site in 
context and also of similar situations, there was some discussion on the 
introduction of information at this stage in the application process after 
which the request was not acceded to by the Chairman. 

 Mr McCready referred to an addendum to PP6 whereby the application 
should 'maintain or enhance' the character of the area.  He felt it did 
maintain the overall character of the location. 

 He referred to the intensification of development at the site and said that he 
believed there were exceptional circumstances at this location. 

 He outlined three similar situations at other locations which had been 
approved stating that the maps referred to early would have illustrated this. 

 He asked the Committee to approve the application and stated that BMAP 
had not been adopted at the stage when these examples had been 
approved. 

 
 This was followed by a question and answer session. 
 
        The Committee, having considered the information provided within the  

Report and by those attending to make representations, agreed by a majority of 
7:0 with 1 abstention to refuse Planning Permission on this application for the 
reasons outlined in Officer’s report.  

 
 
 (1)   LA05/2016/0126/F – Local (Mandatory).  Installation of three  

       camera poles in the car park of Lagan Valley Leisureplex, Lisburn. 
  

The Senior Planning Officer (MCO’N) presented the application as outlined within 
the circulated report.  It was highlighted that this application had come before the 
Committee due to the Council being the applicant. 

 
 The Committee, having considered the information provided within the  
 Report, agreed unanimously to approve the application as outlined in the Officer’s 
 report and subject to the conditions stated. 
 
 
        (2)    LA05/2016/0209/F – Local (Mandatory).  Proposed change of use 

       from education room to coffee shop within existing Moira Demesne  
       Pavilion at Moira Demesne, Main Street, Moira. 

 
 The Senior Planning Officer (AS) presented the application as outlined within the 
 circulated report.  It was highlighted that this application had come before the 
 Committee due to the Council being the applicant. 
 
 The Committee, having considered the information provided within the Report, 
 agreed unanimously to approve the application as outlined in the Officer’s report 
 and subject to the conditions stated. 
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 Alderman J Dillon wished to welcome this development and this was followed by 
 some discussion on which stage in the Planning Committee procedures it was 
 appropriate for Members to express their support for a planning application.   
 
 The Legal Advisor considered that this would be best addressed at a future training 
 event. 
 
 
 (4)   LA05/2015/0936/O – Local (Called in).  Proposed dwelling and garage 

 on infill site at land between Florence Court and 57 Halftown Road, 
 Maze, Lisburn. 

 
 (Councillor J Palmer left the meeting at 3.15 pm due to the fact that he had 
 declared an interest in the application)  
 

The Senior Planning Officer (MCO’N) presented the application as outlined within 
the circulated report.   

 
 The Committee, having considered the information provided within the  
 Report, agreed unanimously to refuse the  application for the reasons outlined in 
 Officer’s report. 
 
 Adjournment of Meeting 
 
 The Chairman declared a short adjournment at 3.25 pm. 
 (Councillor J Palmer returned to the meeting at 3.26 pm) 
 
 Resumption of Meeting 
 
 The Chairman declared the meeting resumed at 3.27 pm 
 
 
 (5)   LA05/2015/0802/F – Local (Called in).  Proposed change of use from  

 existing retail unit to hot food take-away (amended plans/additional  
 information) at Unit 2, The Village Centre, 14 Main Street, Moira 

 
 The Senior Planning Officer (RT) presented the application as outlined within the 
 circulated report. 
 
 The Committee received Dr Roland Jones who wished to speak in opposition to 
  the application highlighting the following: 
 

 That the hot food take-away had been in operation for approximately 4 
weeks in advance of planning permission being granted.  The owner 
has therefore ignored due process and treated the Planning 
Committee with disdain. 

 He feels it is wrong to assume a decision. 
 He feels that the extractor equipment may be situated too low in that it 

is not at eaves height as outlined in the Officer's presentation. 
 
 This was followed by a question and answer session during which the Principal 
 Planning Officer (LJ) explained that if an application is submitted to regularise 
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 commenced works then it would be normal for enforcement action to be held in 
 abeyance until the application is determined. 
  
 The Committee, having considered the information provided within the  
 Report of the Senior Planning Officer, agreed by a majority of 7: 0 with 1 
 abstention to approve the application as outlined in Officer’s report and subject to 
 the conditions stated. 
 
 It was further agreed that a time-frame of two months be applied to the fulfilment 
 of conditions due to the retrospective nature of the application. 
 
  

  4.1.2 Local Development Plan - Timetable 
 
(During the course of this discussion Councillor J Palmer left the meeting at 3.55 
pm returning at 3.56 pm) 
 
Members had been provided with information on the Local Development Plan 
Timetable.  In response to a question from Councillor U Mackin, the Planning 
Manager explained why the timetable had been extended from the previous 
recommendation of 42 months.  Alderman J Dillon stated that he would like to see 
the Local Development Plan expedited as soon as possible. 
 
After consideration, the following was proposed by Councillor P Catney, seconded 
by Alderman D Drysdale and agreed: 
 
(a)  That the timetable for the production of Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council’s  

 Local Development Plan (LDP) be approved and submitted to the Department 
 for Infrastructure for agreement. 
 

(b) That the Risk Management Register as circulated be approved. 
 
  

  4.1.3 Consultation Paper on Permitted Development Rights 
 
Members had been provided with a copy of correspondence dated 6 May 2016 
from the Department for Infrastructure on a range of proposals in relation to 
permitted development rights for: 
 

 Development by Electronic Communications Code Operators 
 Non-domestic Roof Mounted Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Panels 
 Shops, Financial and Professional Services Establishments; and 
 Electric Vehicle Charging Points 

 
Members had also been provided with a link to Consultation Information on the 
departmental website and it was agreed that any comments which Members may 
wish to make on the consultation paper should be submitted to the Planning 
Manager by 23 June 2016 with a view to submitting a response by the closing date 
of 30 June 2016. 
 
It was proposed by Councillor P Catney, seconded by Alderman J Dillon and 
agreed that the following items 4.1.4 to 4.1.7 be noted. 
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             4.1.4 Development Plan – Notification from Antrim & Newtownabbey 

Council 
 
The Committee noted information within correspondence received from Antrim & 
Newtownabbey Council informing the Council of the questionnaire produced 
relating to the development of its Local Development Plan. 
 
 
  4.1.5 Development Management – Decisions Issued May 2016 
 
A verbal update was provided at the meeting by the Planning Manager and  
Members noted that the Decisions Issued Report for May 2016 would be 
circulated by e-mail during the week commencing Monday 6 June 2016 and that it 
would be posted to the Planning Portal thereafter. 
 
 
             4.1.6 Development Management Practice Note – Meaning of 

Development and the Requirement for Planning Permission 
 
The Committee noted information circulated by the Department on 17 May 2016 
which was designed to guide planning officers and relevant users through the 
fundamental legislative provisions regarding what is development and the 
requirement for planning permission. 
 
 
             4.1.7 Department of Environment Policy Consultation on 

Dilapidated/Dangerous Buildings and Neglected sites 
 
The Committee had been provided with a copy of a Department of Environment 
Policy Consultation on Dilapidated/Dangerous Buildings and Neglected Sites 
together with a combined response from Building Control, Environmental Health 
and Planning (completed in consultation with the Chief Environmental Health 
Officers’ Group and Building Control Northern Ireland).  It was agreed that the 
Committee note this information. 
 

 
4.2 Calls for Evidence 

 
 Members had been provided with summary responses to the following calls for 

Evidence which had been brought to the April meeting of the Committee: 
 

 Strategic Planning Policy for Development in the Countryside 
 Strategic Planning Policy for Renewable Energy Development 
 Permitted Development Rights for Minerals Exploration 

 
The Committee noted the summary responses as circulated. 
 
Councillor U Mackin outlined his concerns at some elements of this response and 
referred specifically to definitions of what constituted a farm and what constituted 
an infill dwelling stating that he considered that this needed to be more specific. 
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Councillor Poots concurred and stated that other options needed to be available  
to people in order to enable them to evidence the fact that they were actively 
engaged in farming. 
 
After some further discussion it was agreed that any additional comments be sent 
to the Planning Manager by the following Monday (13 June 2016) so that they 
could be incorporated into the response. 
 
 
4.3 Response to Consultation Document – Ecclesiastical Exemption 

 
 Members had been provided with a copy of a response to the Department of the 

Environment’s Consultation outlining proposals for the removal of Ecclesiastical 
Exemption, which had been brought before the April meeting of the Committee. 

 
 It was agreed that the Committee approve the above consultation response as 

circulated. 
 
 
 4.4 Availability of Planning Minutes to the Public 
 
 Members were reminded of the current process whereby Planning Committee 

Minutes go to the subsequent Planning Committee Meeting for ratification, after 
which they go to the next full Council for noting before being made available on 
the Council website.  It was highlighted that this was causing considerable delays 
of up to nine weeks before they are made available to the public. 

 
 Councillor U Mackin said that he understood that planning decisions regarding the 

Schedule of Applications could not be amended by Council but he wondered 
whether Council could over-rule other items within the Planning Committee 
Minutes.  The Legal Advisor responded that only the Planning Committee could 
over-turn a decision. 

 
 After discussion, it was agreed that, in order to provide consistency in line with 

other Committee Meeting minute publications, Planning Committee Meeting 
minutes should be made available to the public after they have been ratified at the 
following Planning Committee meeting. 

 
 
 4.5 Development Management – Report on Legacy Applications 
 
 Members noted information provided within a Report on Legacy Applications and 

within a presentation made by the Principal Planning Officer (RH) which outlined 
steps being taken to address the back-log. 

 
 There was some discussion on how best to expedite legacy applications and it 

was agreed that Members would continue to be provided with updated information 
as the process progresses. 
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 At this stage in proceedings (4.15 pm) the Chairman, Alderman M Henderson and 
Councillor P Catney left the meeting and in the absence of the Vice-Chairman, the 
position of Chairman was taken by Alderman David Drysdale. 

 
 On leaving the meeting, Alderman M Henderson advised that this would be his 

final meeting in the position of Chairman of the Planning Committee and as such 
he wished to express his thanks to Members and Officers for their support. 

 
 
 4.6 Notification of Installation of Telecommunications Apparatus 
 
 Members were provided with and noted the contents of correspondence dated 9 

May 2016 from WHP Projects Ltd regarding notification of intention to install 
telecommunications apparatus at the following locations: 

 
 Installation at grass verge, 350m east of junction between Kirkwoods Road 

and Belsize Road, Lisburn BT28 3PD 
 Installation at footpath 50m north east of McDonalds, Sprucefield Centre, 

Hillsborough Road, Lisburn   BT27 5UN 
 

 
4.7 Planning Appeals Commission 
 
Members noted information as circulated from the Planning Appeals Commission 
in relation to appeal decisions and findings 
. 
 
4.8 Budget Report – Planning Unit 
 
Members noted a copy of the summary Budget Report for the Planning Unit for 
the year to 31 March 2017 as at 30 April 2016. 
 
 
4.9 Rolling Year Absence Figures for the Planning Unit 
 
Members noted information provided in relation to rolling year absence figures for 
the Planning Unit for the period 1 April 2015 – 29 February 2016.  The Lead Head 
of Planning and Building Control advised that this information was not accurate 
due to the integration of two systems and it should therefore be ignored. 
 

 
5. Confidential Report from the Lead Head of Planning and Building Control 
 

It was agreed that the reports and recommendations of the Confidential Report of 
the Lead Head of Planning and Building Control be adopted, subject to any 
decisions recorded below. 

 
The Chairman advised that the following items would be discussed ‘in Committee’ 
for the reasons stated. 
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5.1.1 Organisation Review of Planning Service 
 
This item was confidential for reason of information relating to any consultations or 
negotiations, or contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any 
labour relations matter arising between the council or a government department 
and employees of, or office holders under, the Council. 

 
5.1.2 Enforcement - Cases with Court Proceedings for June 2016. 
 
This item was confidential for reason of information relating to any individual; 
information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual; and information in 
relation to which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in 
legal proceedings. 
 
5.1.3 Response to a query from Alderman W Leathem in relation to 

Mullaghglass Road Landfill Site (additional item) 
 
This item was confidential for as it contained information relating to an individual. 
 

 
‘In Committee’ 

 
It was proposed by Councillor M Tolerton, seconded by Councillor U Mackin and 
agreed that the items in the Confidential Report be considered ‘In Committee’, in 
the absence of press and public being present. 
 
(The Legal Advisor left the meeting at 4.30 pm) 
 

 
5.1.1 Organisation Review of Planning Service 
 
It was agreed that Members note the information provided within a Report on the 
review of the Planning Unit. 

 
5.1.2 Enforcement Cases with Court Proceedings in June 2015 

 
Having been provided with information on Enforcement Cases with Court 
Proceedings in June 2016 it was agreed that the information provided within the 
Report should be noted. 
 
5.1.3 Response to a query from Alderman W Leathem in relation to 

Mullaghglass Road Landfill Site 
 
Members noted the information circulated to Members providing a response to a 
query raised previously by Alderman W Leathem in respect of enforcement at the 
Mullaglass Landfill Site.  It was agreed that the information be provided to 
Alderman Leathem.  

 
 Resumption of Normal Business 
 
 It was proposed by Councillor M Tolerton seconded by Alderman J Dillon and 
 agreed to come out of committee and normal business was resumed.  
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6.  Any Other Business 

 
 
  There being no further business, the meeting concluded at 4.35 pm. 
 
 
 
 

       ____________________________________    
      CHAIRMAN / MAYOR    
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LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 
MEETING OF COUNCIL – 26 JULY 2016 
 
REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
 
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose of this report is to set out for Members’ consideration a number of 
recommendations relating to the operation of the new Council. 
 
The following decisions are required:- 
 
  

To approve payment of the invoice from the Northern 
Ireland Local Government Association in the sum of 
£3,845.46 which represents the Council’s contribution to 
expenditure incurred by Local Government Associations 
in relation to National Employer and related external 
partnership work 
To approve the response submitted by the Community 
Planning Partnership on behalf of the Council to the 
consultation on the Draft Programme for Government 
framework and to also note the response submitted by 
NILGA to the Draft Programme for Government 
framework 
To consider the request from the Childhood Cancer 
Foundation to light the Council offices at Lagan Valley 
Island in gold on a nominated day in September 2016 and 
that, if agreed, the light-up be Thursday 1 September 
2016 
To consider if the Council should be represented at the 
Somme/Guillemont Tour being organised by the Somme 
Association from the 1- 5 September 2016 and, in the 
event of the Council being represented at this tour,  
the Council be responsible for the payment of approved 
expenditure in this regard 
To accept the invitation from Belfast City Airport to 
participate in a competition for the best local food and 
drink product in Northern Ireland 
To nominate the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Development 
Committee to attend the conference “ Brexit – Making 
Sense of the Crisis” to be held on 6 September 2016 in 
Belfast at an estimated cost of £206.05 per delegate 
attending 
To consider inviting representatives from NIPSA to a 
Committee/Special Meeting of Council (following receipt 
of correspondence from The Right Worshipful the Mayor) 
in order to make a presentation on proposals to close 
regional electoral offices and centralise functions to 
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Belfast as well as what they currently understand are 
plans for the transfer of electoral services to councils 
To consider proposal from the Department for 
Infrastructure to remove an accessible/blue badge 
parking bay at 4 Cherryhill Gardens, Dundonald 
To consider proposal from the Department for 
Infrastructure to introduce waiting restrictions in Fort Hill 
To note the correspondence from:- 

 the Department of Justice in regard to Lisburn 
Courthouse; and 

 the NI Courts and Tribunals Service in regard to 
the designation of Enniskillen Courthouse as a 
Court Hearing Centre 

To note the correspondence from Invest NI in regard to 
the Northern Ireland Business Start Up Programme 
To note the contents of correspondence from the 
Department of Infrastructure in regard to the request to 
meet with the Minister to discuss the Knockmore/M1 Link 
Road 
To note correspondence from the Department for 
Infrastructure in regard to the traffic signal filter light 
request at Oakwood Integrated Primary School 
To note correspondence from the Department of Health 
in regard to the Junior Doctors Contract in England 
To note the availability of the NI Ombudsman Annual 
Report 2015-2016 and associated Press Release 
To note the availability of the Ulster University Annual 
Review for 2016 
To note the information received in regard to the BBC 
Audience Council Northern Ireland Annual Review 
2015/2016 

 
 
ITEMS FOR DECISION 
 
1 NORTHERN IRELAND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
 INVOICE FOR NATIONAL EMPLOYER AND RELATED EXTERNAL 
 PARTNERSHIP WORK 
 
Attached at Appendix 1 is a copy of an invoice in the sum of £3,845.46 (excluding 
VAT) from the Northern Ireland Local Government Association (NILGA).  The invoice 
relates to National Employer and related external partnership work by the Local 
Government Associations.  These costs were previously deducted at source from 
our Rates’ General Grant, but now have to be paid individually by Councils.  The 
invoiced amount represents the Council’s contribution in relation to this expenditure. 
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Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the invoice from the Northern Ireland Local Government 
Association in the sum of £3,845.46 be paid, this amount representing the Council’s 
contribution to expenditure incurred by Local Government Associations in relation to 
National Employer and related external partnership work. 
 
 
2 PROGRAMME FOR GOVERNMENT 
 
Members will recall that the Council accepted a recommendation from a meeting of 
the Corporate Services Committee held on 21 June 2016 that the above consultation 
document be referred to the Community Planning Partnership (CPP) with the CPP 
formulating and submitting a response on behalf of the Council by the required date 
on 22 July 2016. 
 
In this regard, attached at Appendix 2A is a copy of the response which has been 
drawn up in consultation with relevant CPP stakeholders and submitted as part of 
the consultation on the Programme of Government.  
 
Also attached, at Appendix 2B, for members’ information is a copy of the response 
which has been submitted by NILGA to the Draft Programme for Government 
framework. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to:- 
 

 approve the response submitted by the Community Planning Partnership on 
behalf of the Council to the consultation on the Draft Programme for 
Government framework; 

 
 note the response submitted by NILGA to the Draft Programme for 

Government framework. 
 
 
3 CHILDHOOD CANCER FOUNDATION 
 INTERNATIONAL CHILDHOOD CANCER AWARENESS MONTH 
 SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
Attached under Appendix 3 is a copy of a letter dated 11 July 2016 from the 
Childhood Cancer Foundation asking that the Council considers lighting its offices in 
gold on a nominated day in September 2016 which is International Childhood Cancer 
Awareness Month.  Thursday 1st to Sunday 4th September 2016 have been identified 
as the potential dates. 
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Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to consider the request from the Childhood Cancer Foundation to 
light the Council offices at Lagan Valley Island in gold on a nominated day in 
September 2016 and that, if agreed, the light-up be Thursday 1 September 2016. 
 
 
4 THE SOMME ASSOCIATION 
 SOMME/GUILLEMONT TOUR 2016 
 1 – 5 SEPTEMBER 2016 
 
Attached at Appendix 4 is a copy of a provisional itinerary for the 
Somme/Guillemont Tour being organised by the Somme Association from the 1 – 5 
September 2016, to mark the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Guillemont involving 
the 16th (Irish) Division, as part of the four-month offensive on the Somme.  
 
The cost of a Member’s attendance on the tour has been estimated at £975.65.  This 
is based on single room occupancy and on the understanding that the price provided 
by the Somme Association is an estimate at this stage. 
 
Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Council considers if it should be represented at the 
Somme/Guillemont Tour being organised by the Somme Association from the 1- 5 

September 2016.   
 
It is further recommended that, in the event of the Council being represented at the 
above tour, the Council be responsible for the payment of approved expenditure in 
this regard. 
 
 
5 BEST LOCAL FOOD AND DRINK PRODUCT IN NORTHERN IRELAND 
 
Attached at Appendix 5 is correspondence from Katy Best, George Best Belfast City 
Airport inviting the Council, on behalf of its local companies, to participate in an 
initiative that will lead to a single Northern Irish company being selected to receive a 
significant marketing prize.  The initiative takes the form of a competition for the best 
local food and drink product in Northern Ireland and the airport is asking the Council 
to select, on a competitive basis, its best three food and drink producers to go 
forward into a Northern Ireland wide competition. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Council accepts the invitation to participate in this 
initiative. 
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6 BREXIT – MAKING SENSE OF THE CRISIS 
 CONFERENCE – TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 2016 – BABY GRAND, 
 BELFAST 
 
Attached at Appendix 6 are details received on a conference being organised on 6 
September 2016 in Belfast to examine the implication of Brexit for Northern Ireland. 
 
The cost of a Member’s attendance at this event is estimated at £206.05. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to nominate the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Development 
Committee to attend the above conference at an estimated cost of £206.05 per 
delegate attending. 
 
 
7 NIPSA CORRESPONDENCE 
 CLOSURE OF REGIONAL ELECTORAL OFFICES 
 
Members are advised that correspondence has been received from NIPSA by The 
Right Worshipful the Mayor, Councillor B Bloomfield, requesting to attend a meeting 
of Council to inform Members of the proposals to close regional electoral offices and 
centralise functions to Belfast as well as what they currently understand are plans for 
the transfer of electoral services to Councils.  
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that consideration is given by Members to inviting representatives 
from NIPSA to a Committee/Special Meeting of Council in order to make a 
presentation on proposals to close regional electoral offices and centralise functions 
to Belfast as well as what they currently understand are plans for the transfer of 
electoral services to Councils. 
 
 
8 DEPARTMENT FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

8.1 Removal of an Accessible/Blue Badge Parking Bay at 4 Cherryhill  
  Gardens, Dundonald   

 
Attached at Appendix 7 is a copy of a letter dated 12 June 2016 and accompanying 
plan regarding a proposal to remove an accessible/blue badge parking bay at 4 
Cherryhill Gardens, Dundonald. 
 
Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Council considers this proposal. 
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 8.2 Proposed Waiting Restriction – Fort Hill, Lisburn   
 

Attached at Appendix 8 is a copy of a letter dated 1 July and accompanying map 
regarding a proposal to introduce waiting restrictions in Fort Hill. 
 
Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Council considers this proposal. 
 
 
ITEMS FOR NOTING 
 
9 LISBURN COURTHOUSE 
 
Attached at Appendix 9A is a copy of a letter dated 27 June 2016 from the 
Department of Justice advising that it would not be appropriate to take 
representations in respect of those courthouses which are currently subject to 
judicial review (including Lisburn courthouse). 
 
Furthermore, attached at Appendix 9B is a copy of a letter dated 5 July 2016 from 
the NI Courts and Tribunals Service advising that, following consultation with the 
current Justice minister, it had been agreed to designate Enniskillen courthouse as a 
Hearing Centre, information on which is included in the letter. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to note the correspondence from:- 
 

 the Department of Justice in regard to Lisburn Courthouse, as detailed above; 
and 

 the NI Courts and Tribunals Service in regard to the designation of Enniskillen 
Courthouse as a Court Hearing Centre. 

 
 
10 NORTHERN IRELAND BUSINESS START UP PROGRAMME (NIBSP) 
 
Attached at Appendix 10 is a copy of a letter dated 30 June 2016 from the 
Executive Director of Invest NI in regard to the above. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to note the correspondence from Invest NI in regard to the 
Northern Ireland Business Start Up Programme.   
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11 KNOCKMORE/M1 LINK ROAD  
 
Further to the decision at the Monthly Meeting of Council held on 31 May 2016 that 
the Council re-iterate its request to meet with the Minister who had now been 
appointed following the NI Assembly Elections to discuss the above, attached at 
Appendix 11 is a copy of a response received from the Department for 
Infrastructure in this regard. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to note the contents of correspondence from the Department of 
Infrastructure in regard to the request to meet with the Minister to discuss the 
Knockmore/M1 Link Road. 
 
 
12 JUNCTION OF MCKINSTRY ROAD AND THE CUTTS, DERRIAGHY 
 TRAFFIC SIGNAL FILTER LIGHT REQUEST – OAKWOOD INTEGRATED 
 PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 
Attached at Appendix 12 is a copy of a letter dated 7 July 2016 from the Department 
for Infrastructure in response to representations by the Council in regard to concerns 
expressed by residents in relation to the safety of school children attending Oakwood 
Integrated Primary School and the request to provide a filter light. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to note correspondence from the Department for Infrastructure in 
regard to the traffic signal filter light request at Oakwood Integrated Primary School. 
 
 
13 JUNIOR DOCTORS CONTRACT IN ENGLAND 
 
Attached at Appendix 13 is a copy of a letter dated 28 June 2016 from the 
Department of Health in response to representations by the Council in regard to the 
government changes to the Junior Doctors Contract in England. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to note correspondence from the Department of Health in regard 
to the Junior Doctors Contract in England. 
 
 
14 NI OMBUDSMAN ANNUAL REPORT 2015-2016 
 
Members are advised that notification has been received from the NI Public Services 
Ombudsman that the Annual Report of the Assembly Ombudsman/Commissioner for 



Report of Chief Executive to MM 26 07 2016 

Complaints for the year 2015-2016, together with the press release which 
accompanied its publication are available at 
https://nipso.org.uk/?s=Ombudsman+Report+Press+Release 

Recommendation 

It is recommended to note the availability of the NI Ombudsman Annual Report 
2015-2016 and associated Press Release. 

15 ULSTER UNIVERSITY ANNUAL REVIEW 2015 

Members are advised that notification has been received from the Vice-Chancellor’s 
office, Ulster University, advising that a copy of its Annual Review for 2015 is 
available at http://bit.ly/UlsterUniAR2015 . 

Recommendation 

It is recommended to note the availability of the Ulster University Annual Review for 
2016. 

16 BBC AUDIENCE COUNCIL NORTHERN IRELAND ANNUAL REVIEW 
 2015/2016 

Attached at Appendix 14 is a copy of an email received from Dr Aideen McGinley 
OBE, BBC National Trustee and Chair of Audience Council for Northern Ireland, 
advising that the BBC had published a review of BBC performance for audiences in 
Northern Ireland in 2015/2016 which had been carried out by the BBC Audience 
Council Northern Ireland, an independent advisory body to the Trust. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended to note the information received in regard to the BBC Audience 
Council Northern Ireland Annual Review 2015/2016. 

DR THERESA DONALDSON 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
20 July 2016 
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Lisburn and Castlereagh Community Planning Partnership  

Response the Consultation on the Framework for a Programme for 

Government 

July 2016 

Introduction 

The Northern Ireland Executive has published the Draft Programme for Government 

Framework 2016-2021 (PfG) and has asked for comments over an eight week period 

ending on 22 July 2016.  Lisburn and Castlereagh Community Planning Partnership 

(the Partnership) is taking the opportunity to respond to the document collectively.  

The following is an outline of the comments of the Partnership. 

General Comments 

The Partnership welcomes the Draft Programme for Government Framework and the 

new approach to planning for improved wellbeing of all our citizens.  It goes some 

way to building trust and confidence in the delivery of public services and the 

engagement of citizens and communities.  However, to ensure a sustained approach 

the NI Executive will need to invest in communicating progress against the 

Programme for Government outcomes, indicators and measures in a clear and 

citizen-focused way.  

There is a concern in relation to the lack of detail on next steps, and how the 

outcomes are to be achieved, as all the outcomes are not ‘pure’ Outcome Based 

Accountability outcomes, and there is a lack of detail and supporting 

evidence/narrative in relation as to how and why indicators were selected and indeed 

how they could be measured to indicate success. 

The Partnership welcomes the recognition of the importance of social, economic and 
environmental wellbeing, but would welcome equal status for each.  The Draft PfG 
Framework should avoid a focus on economic wellbeing and acknowledge the 
interrelation of each theme.  The PfG contains a large number of outcomes and 
related measures.   

The Partnership would recommend that consideration be given to the possible 
reduction in the number of outcomes.  The NI Executive should also review the 
indicators and measures and include the built heritage, coastal erosion, climate 
change, waste hierarchy, the circular economy, dereliction, housing fitness, outdoor 
space, obesity and physical activity and make connections between them where 
appropriate. 

The Partnership suggests it should be directly involved in the development of robust 
cross departmental, multi agency action plans to support and underpin the delivery 
of the Programme for Government.  Involvement may allow Partners to align 
resources to shared outcome, priorities and actions. 
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Community Planning 

Community Planning has created an opportunity for partner agencies, local 

government and government departments to work differently to improve wellbeing for 

all citizens.  Clear, empirical evidence from neighbouring jurisdictions shows that 

delivery of government priorities can best be delivered at a local level, through multi-

agency partnerships similar to those in the process of being established in Northern 

Ireland. Community Planning provides a conduit for government departments to 

engage effectively at a local level facilitated by their partners in local government and 

beyond.  Partnerships can provide an important mechanism for cascading ideas 

upwards and downwards in a mutual exchange, contributing to the formulation of 

some shared outcomes. 

The Partnership looks forward to engaging with the NI Executive to agree on 

delivery-focussed partnership working arrangements at local and Northern Ireland 

level, directly aligning community plans with the PfG and its associated action plans. 

The Partnership considers it imperative that strong measures are put in place to 

ensure NI Executive and Departmental commitment to the 11 Community Plans in 

Northern Ireland, ultimately adopting a Single Outcome Agreement approach, similar 

to the approach in Scotland. 

The Partnership views community planning as a positive mechanism for delivery 
locally, and given the statutory role of partners in facilitating community plans, we 
encourage the Executive Office and government departments to ensure councils are 
invited to co-produce the necessary action plans strategies, work programmes and 
performance arrangements emanating from this Framework, with the requisite 
resources devolved to councils to ensure high quality public services at affordable 
costs. The Partnership recommends that action plans are fully costed and aligned to 
the financial planning cycle for this Executive mandate. 
 
The Partnership encourages the NI Executive to recognise the value and contribution 
which the 11 Community Plans will make in delivering the regional vision and 
outcomes within the Programme for Government at a local level.  There is a real 
opportunity to secure greater alignment to community planning and maximise the 
clear synergies which exist.  This approach will provide an opportunity for all partners 
to convene around common goals; to collectively understand underlying problems; 
and help identify opportunities for significant collaborative gain. 
 
The recent reforms to local government have devolved a number of important place-
shaping responsibilities that makes this task somewhat easier. The new duty of 
Community Planning means that councils and their partners are also putting in place 
plans to deliver on social, economic and environmental outcomes for local 
communities with their statutory partners in Government. The Local Development 
Planning process will also allow us to shape and plan the physical infrastructure of 
our area in ways that deliver on these outcomes.  The Partnership recognises the 
importance of ‘place’ in understanding outcomes and for designing appropriate 
solutions to achieve them.  The Scottish experience suggests that in order to 
successfully deliver an outcomes framework partners need to design, co-ordinate 
and deliver at the level of place.  Co-production and co-design with communities and 
agencies is critical and is best done at the local level.  



 

A review mechanism is built into the community planning process, and the 

Partnership would strongly recommend to the Executive that they consider a similar 

mid-term review for the PfG, to correlate with community plan processes. This will 

enable an examination of whether the outcomes, indicators and measures are useful 

and ‘right’ for Northern Ireland.   

There is an opportunity for the sharing of resources and consultation through 

partnership working which will also facilitate the links between the community 

planning process and the PfG which will lead to clearer public accountability.  

Working separately could lead to very different outcomes for the regional and local 

levels. 

The Partnership would like the role of the Partnership Panel to be confirmed and a 

clearer understanding of its functions and support to the community planning 

process to be given. 

Outcomes 

The Partnership is pleased to see the outcomes based approach within the PfG but 

would have preferred the NI Executive to take its lead from international examples of 

wellbeing frameworks in recommending identifying a small number of key outcomes 

in order to bring a greater level of focus and clarity to the Programme for 

Government. 

Local community planning partnerships are developing local sets of outcomes and 

indicators, and it is vital that all participants are facilitated to ensure that each local 

area is involved in informing and in contributing to achieving the agreed Northern 

Ireland outcomes in the PfG, the necessary action plans, performance framework 

and local priorities which will form part of the overall ‘jigsaw’ of strategy for the 

foreseeable future.  

Six out of 14 outcomes and16 out of 42 indicators relate primarily to economic 

wellbeing.  Whilst we recognise the role which a strong economy can play in 

improving well-being for all, we would also urge the Executive to consider the 

significant impact which the other outcomes can have in determining the quality of 

life for local communities, with a view to identifying and aligning performance 

indicators on a more equal basis. 

The Partnership would argue that outcomes planning needs a statutory basis.  In 
Scotland it is now a statutory requirement of agencies to show how they contribute to 
outcomes. This is seen as having been critical to success in Scotland. 
 

Evidence 

The Partnership would recommend that outcomes-based plans are ‘data informed’ 
not ‘data driven’.  This statement acknowledges that the underlying characteristics of 
an outcome can never be adequately described by quantitative indicators or discreet 
data sets alone. Such data must always be supported by an informed narrative that 
draws from the expertise and experience of service providers and end users. 



Lisburn and Castlereagh Community Planning Partnership in developing its 
Community Plan has used its Community Conversation process to engage with 
stakeholders on the story/narrative of the outcomes. Supporting quantitative data is 
now being used to further inform and refine this understanding and the Partnership 
would encourage the NI Executive to do the same.  

Data needs to be collated in such a way to facilitate comparisons between those who 

are disadvantaged and experience inequalities and the average for the rest of the 

population. This will help all partners to direct activities and resources to areas of 

need and turn the curve in the equality gap that persists across Northern Ireland. 

The Partnership recommends that consideration is given to how data may be 
captured and aggregated to inform measures and indicators which are meaningful at 
a local level.  If partners plan and deliver services on a geographical basis, then the 
measures must also be readily available at the sub-regional level. 

Performance 

The Partnership anticipates that the finalised Programme for Government 

Framework document will eventually form part of a Performance Framework for 

Northern Ireland, similar to ‘Scotland Performs’, and we would strongly encourage 

the NI Executive to take this next step.  An open and accountable performance 

framework can only increase public understanding of and confidence in how 

Northern Ireland is governed. There will be clear advantages for a framework of this 

nature to enable cross-referencing with performance frameworks, tied into 

community plans, furthering shared accountability for delivery by all key partner 

sectors. 

The performance management which underpins both the PfG and the community 
planning process should be designed as a collaborative system which drives 
behaviour towards the most effective means of achieving the outcomes in the PfG 
and local community plans. Partners will develop a mutual understanding of ‘what 
good looks like’ for each performance indicator, understanding the story behind the 
baseline evidence and identifying what actions are necessary to ‘turn the curve’ and 
make a real difference.  

Reporting mechanisms should be aligned to the performance review arrangements 
outlined in the emerging Community Plans, and will ensure that all tiers of 
Government only measure what matters.  

Language 

The Partnership asks for a shared understanding of terminology and the inclusion of 

a glossary of terms in the PfG. In adopting an outcomes-based model the 

Partnership would note that indicators (or ‘measures’ as they are referred to in the 

framework) have a number of important roles, but there needs to be a shared 

understanding to allow benchmarking, etc. The existing OBA language – one of the 

strengths of which is its simplicity - has been used by councils and partner agencies. 
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NILGA Response to Draft Programme for Government Framework 2016-2021 

14th July 2016 

The following paper is NILGA’s first level, formal response to the consultation on the draft Programme 

for Government Framework 2016-21.  It has been compiled as a result of extensive consultation across 

the sector and should be read in direct conjunction with the sector’s Programme for Local Government 

(enclosed). It follows substantial engagement and work with Councils, NILGA Office Bearers & Executive, 

SOLACE, Council Community Planning Officers, the Northern Ireland Strategic Migration Partnership and 

Climate Northern Ireland, together with other professional officer groups and representative bodies 

including Colleges NI, FSB and Hospitality Ulster.  

For further information or to discuss any of the issues highlighted, please contact Karen Smyth at the 

NILGA Offices: Email: k.smyth@nilga.org Tel: 028 9079 8972 

Derek McCallan 

Chief Executive  14th July 2016 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The draft Programme for Government Framework 2016-2021 (PfG) is presented at a time of both 

exciting opportunity and huge challenge for Northern Ireland.  The new NI Assembly and the new 

councils together provide an environment which could enable the means to redesign the way we work, 

to break through silos, and to create a citizen centred, efficient, collaborative society that the citizens 

we serve will understand and readily support. We encourage the NI Executive to continue to be bold and 

innovative in its approach, and welcome the Framework as the first step in a much longer term strategic 

planning exercise.  

NILGA broadly welcomes the iterative approach that the NI Executive is taking to the development of 

this overarching work, strategies and action plans that will eventually accompany the finalised 

Framework document. We acknowledge the need for a sea-change in how government – both central 

and local – delivers for our society, and we welcome the move to a more outcome-based approach, 

involving other sectors as key delivery partners. NILGA agrees that to ensure this new approach is 

successful, time will be required – and we look forward to working in partnership with the NI Executive 
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to build robust and shared engagement, delivery and accountability mechanisms, and a shared and open 

approach to data collection and use.  

This Programme for Government framework is undeliverable unless councils are co-designers, co-

deliverers and properly resourced. The statement is made unapologetically and constructively, since 

such a policy, delivery and resource negotiating framework exists in all neighbouring jurisdictions.  

NILGA urges the NI Executive to work with councils and with the Association itself as the representative 

body for the sector, as key delivery partners. As stated, we have developed a Programme for Local 

Government (attached), designed to complement the PfG, which advocates co-design and co-delivery by 

councils. It is vitally important that the NI Executive fully considers the significant role that councils and 

local communities should have in the future success of Northern Ireland, and the specific ‘asks’ that the 

Programme for Local Government asserts are necessary to enhance council working over the next ten 

years.  

We believe that by working together, we can maximise the effective use of the powers and financial 

instruments available to each sphere of government, enabling a real place-based approach to be taken 

to achieve the ‘whole system approach’ to which we all aspire.   

The draft Framework document is indeed aspirational - which is to be welcomed - but lacks detail in 

some areas. Our comments, which we hope the Executive will view as constructive, are set out in the 

response below and NILGA asserts at the outset of its response that it will be essential to materially 

involve councils and the Association immediately after the response deadline, as befits the policy 

backdrop and ethos of this Framework, and in keeping with the representative, civic, and service 

delivery roles of local government in most contemporary democracies.  

 

2.0 KEY ISSUES 

2.1 Local Government as Key Partner – the importance of alignment with Community Plans 

NILGA attests that the recent local government reforms - embedding a duty for locality based, inter-

governmental community planning with councils - present a valuable opportunity for Northern Ireland 

as a whole.  

Clear, empirical evidence from neighbouring jurisdictions shows that delivery of government priorities 

can best be delivered at local level, through multi-agency partnerships similar to those in the process of 

being established in Northern Ireland. Community planning provides a conduit for government 

departments to engage effectively at local level facilitated by their partners in local government.  

Councils are working with their community planning partnerships to develop local sets of outcomes and 

indicators, and it is vital that all participants – central and local - are facilitated by district councils to 

ensure that each local area is involved in informing and in contributing to achieving the agreed Northern 
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Ireland outcomes, the necessary action plans, performance framework and local priorities which will 

form part of the overall ‘jigsaw’ of strategy for the foreseeable future.  

NILGA and our member councils look forward to engaging with the Northern Ireland Executive to agree 

on delivery-focussed partnership working arrangements at local and Northern Ireland level, directly 

aligning community plans with the Framework and its resultant Strategies. In this regard NILGA 

considers it imperative that strong measures are put in place to ensure NI Executive and Departmental 

commitment to the 11 Community Plans in N.Ireland, ultimately adopting a Single Outcome Agreement 

approach. 

2.2 Addressing Cross-Cutting Issues  

NILGA notes the intention to develop an action plan for each outcome. There is some risk that the 

result, with a very mechanistic work plan coming to fruition, will be the creation of new silos. This is NOT 

the manner in which important cross-cutting issues can be usefully considered, and as such NILGA 

asserts that new protocols will need to be established to determine greater budget, resource and 

related flexibility within the NI Executive’s new departments. NILGA’s work with sister LGAs and regional 

government in Scotland and Wales can be of assistance in this regard. 

An important illustration of the need for such lithe government is the circular economy, which is 

mentioned only briefly in the information given on indicator 36 which deals with household recycling.  

Other notable examples are community resilience and climate change, which are not mentioned in the 

document at all. 

2.2.1 Circular Economy  

NILGA continues to promote the benefits of growing the circular economy in Northern Ireland, but views 

this as a strategic cross-cutting issue and of as much - if not even more - importance to the Department 

for Economy as it is to DAERA and to councils. NILGA has been working closely on this issue with council 

and government officials and has established that development of an effective cross-governmental, 

central-local approach to the circular economy will contribute to achieving the aims of the Programme 

for Government and will transform the way in which waste is managed by recognising and realising the 

true value of waste as a resource; with resultant increased income generated helping offset costs to 

local government. This type of approach should provide wider economic opportunities for the private 

and third sectors, by supporting innovation, job creation and increased profitability across the industry. 

A cross-governmental approach to growing the circular economy would contribute to achieving six of 

the 14 identified outcomes of the draft PfG, i.e.:  

 

 We prosper through a strong, competitive regionally balanced economy 

 We live and work sustainably – protecting the environment  

 We are an innovative creative society where people can fulfil their potential  

 We have more people working in better jobs 
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 We have high quality public services  

 We connect people and opportunities through our infrastructure  

 

Work to achieve these outcomes could be measured in terms of contributing to 11 of the 42 identified 

PfG indicators. Only two of these 11 indicators are related to environmental sustainability and recycling, 

with the other nine linked to increased economic prosperity and employment.  

 

The circular economy is just one example of a cross-cutting issue that might fall between the cracks of 

mechanistic action plans for individual outcomes; NILGA therefore requests that local government is 

given  more detail and clarity on how action plans for cross-cutting central-local issues like this will be 

delivered, and that councils are materially included in such discussions. NILGA also asserts that the detail 

in this regard should be materially considered at the Political Partnership Panel in October 2016 and at 

subsequent meetings, to ensure joint political oversight. 

2.2.2 Resilience  

Resilience is key to well-being, but is not visible enough in this draft PfG Framework.   The Scottish 

Government defines community resilience as “communities and individuals harnessing resources and 

expertise to help themselves prepare for, respond to and recover from emergencies, in a way that 

complements the work of the emergency responders.” 

 

The importance of including a focus on ‘resilience’ was underlined when on 25 May 2016 Belfast was 

selected to join the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities programme, a powerful network of 

cities that includes New York, Tokyo, Barcelona, Bristol and London. This programme is providing Belfast 

with an exciting opportunity to think differently about the long term physical, economic and social 

shocks and stresses that face nations over the coming decades.  Inclusion of resilience in the PfG will 

provide a focus of the lessons learned to be applied across all Government services. 

 

Additionally, the clear importance of developing investment models supported by Government, across 

all of our towns and cities, as economic drivers, became clear at the World Towns Summit, in Edinburgh, 

in June 2016. It is essential that the PfG Framework develops ways in which resources and actions can 

be transferred to and deployed by local settlements of all sizes; underpinned by the outcomes of a task 

and finish exercise regarding constitutional devolution within NI, which NILGA considers to be essential 

during the first year of the Assembly’s mandate.  

 

2.2.3 Climate Change  

 

By developing a systemic view of future planning and resilience, Northern Ireland can not only be 

prepared, but flourish in the years ahead, despite vulnerability to complex risks such as climate change. 

In Northern Ireland ‘Climate change will potentially have far reaching effects for all of us. It could affect 

our health and wellbeing; our homes; the accessibility of our road network; and the provision of services, 
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such as, water and electricity supplies’1.  Northern Ireland is already experiencing increasing numbers of 

extreme weather events alongside less visible impacts of climate change, such as increased built 

environment maintenance costs and the mental health issues associated with flooding.  

 

A very important part of planning the provision of public services is to ensure that they can continue to 

be provided during the physical, social and economic “shocks” that are a growing part of the 21st 

century. By embedding planning to deal with these shocks into our approach, Northern Ireland will be 

better placed to respond to future adverse events, and deliver essential public services in both good 

times and bad, to all parts of the community. 

 

As with our public services, our infrastructure must be resilient to the extremes that climate change will 

increasingly expose it to, for example, our water, drainage and sewerage systems must be designed for 

excess, to absorb ‘shock’ that can come from extended wet or dry periods. Infrastructure does not 

necessarily mean hard engineering; where appropriate, green and blue infrastructure is a cost effective 

way of future proofing areas, whilst providing multiple benefits for society.   

Climate change adaptation offers opportunity for Northern Ireland to stimulate creativity and 

innovation in the development of adaptation goods and services. In 2010-11, global climate change 

adaptation activities were worth an estimated £65.8 billion (goods and services were worth £2.1 billion, 

with over 21,000 employees in the UK with a forecasted UK growth rate of 7.1% by 2017-18). 

 

Early investment in climate change adaptation is crucial.  The eventual PfG must explicitly define 

innovative actions which will sustain future generations.   With the potential economic and societal 

paybacks in mind, and acknowledging that 1 in 18 houses in NI is at risk of flooding, adaptation needs to 

be a priority in governmental change and new housing, coastal adaptation, land use and related 

infrastructure will be required to enable this, with some existing practices abolished. NILGA asserts that 

the collaborative approach by the Sustainable Cities Network, incorporating technology, finance and 

flood alleviation work delivered through Microsoft’s Worldwide Public Sector Division in collaboration, 

for example, with the Scottish Government and Glasgow City Council, offers highly efficient and 

innovative models of excellent practice. NILGA’s direct involvement in this Group as of July 2016 should 

be utilised by government in NI.      

 

2.3 Developing a clear way forward 

In consideration of the framework document, NILGA and council officers expressed concern in relation 

to the lack of detail on next steps, and how the aspirational outcomes are to be achieved. It was noted 

that all the outcomes aren’t ‘pure’ Outcome Based Accountability outcomes, and there was a lack of 

detail in relation as to how and why indicators were selected. NILGA is keen to establish how the 

indicators are going to be progressed in the absence of targets (although we understand the reasons for 

and support the non-inclusion of a large number of hard targets). We are also keen to establish what 

involvement councils will have in reporting on their contribution towards programmes, as direct 

                                                           
1 Department of the environment (2014) Ministerial Statement: Northern Ireland Climate Change Adaptation Programme. www.doeni.gov.uk 
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correlation will often be difficult for councils to demonstrate. We would again highlight the case that 

local place-based working through community planning may make the council contribution more easily 

identifiable.  

NILGA and our member councils are keen to work with government to develop the process for 

implementation of this framework and would ask to materially contribute to the drafting of the action 

plans and reporting arrangements, linked to the Partnership Panel strategic policy programme as above 

mentioned.  

2.4 Towards a Regional Performance Framework  

NILGA anticipates that the finalised Programme for Government Framework document will eventually 

form part of a Performance Framework for Northern Ireland, similar to ‘Scotland Performs’, and we 

would strongly encourage the NI Executive to take this next step. An open and accountable performance 

framework can only increase public understanding of and confidence in how Northern Ireland is 

governed. There will be clear advantages for a framework of this nature to enable cross-referencing with 

council performance frameworks, tied into community plans, furthering shared accountability for 

delivery by all key partner sectors. A mechanism is required for ensuring programmes of work are 

successful and ideally, to begin to foster bottom-up delivery of real solutions designed in partnership 

with communities, as part of what is clearly a real opportunity to change the system for the better. An 

overarching, consistent Regional Performance Framework and related Protocols and Codes of Conduct, 

should be established during this Assembly Mandate as a matter of urgency, and should include local 

government, as part of the “normalisation” of the Public Service.  

2.5 Need for Review – ‘permission to make mistakes’ 

It will be necessary for the outcomes and indicators emerging from the 11 community planning exercises 

to reflect the Programme for Government outcomes and indicators. As was demonstrated in the early 

days of similar changes to the Scottish System, optimum design may not be achieved at the start.  

A review mechanism is built into the community planning process, and NILGA would strongly 

recommend to the Executive that they consider a similar mid-term review for the PfG, to correlate with 

community plan processes. This will enable an examination of whether the outcomes, indicators and 

measures are useful and ‘right’ for Northern Ireland. The review should be timed to allow for sufficient 

progress to have been made and to enable identification of areas which aren’t delivering the desired 

results. It is highly unlikely that we will get such a huge system change completely right first time – if the 

Framework, in its delivery, is to be as transformational as it purports - and local government is keen to 

work with the NI Executive and Departments to make any necessary ‘tweaks’ to the system as the need 

for these becomes apparent. We need to have a mutual understanding of what ‘good’ looks like, so that 

we don’t focus on things we can’t deliver. NILGA also asserts that a clear Results Against Targets piece is 

published and distributed, drawn from the Review, ensuring that citizens, not just politicians and public 

servants, can gauge progress and participate in change. 
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2.6 Dealing with the impact of the recent EU Referendum decision  

The UK’s EU Referendum outcome has seen it vote to leave the EU, although the majority of voters in 

Northern Ireland and Scotland voted to remain. The resultant change in Prime Minister and reworking of 

Cabinet posts and government departments has seen the establishment of a new Department for 

Exiting the European Union, led by David Davis MP.  

All four LGAs collectively and individually seek material involvement in the deliberations which which 

will now follow. We therefore ask the PFG Consultation team to actively consider this s together with 

the commitment made by the Leave Campaign to have an inclusive approach to the necessary 

negotiations. Since the Referendum, Greg Clark MP, the then English Communities Minister, and Mr 

John McDonnell, the Shadow Chancellor, have been clear that it is vital for local government to be 

involved in these negotiations, and NILGA has been working closely with our sister LGAs across the four 

UK countries, to develop a local government approach to this issue. To this end we will be meeting with 

LGA, COSLA and WLGA in Edinburgh in August / September.  

NILGA is keen to ensure that we build a Northern Ireland central-local approach to ‘Brexit’, given the 

particular impact on our communities, the £1.1 billion fiscal investment through councils of EU funding, 

our councils’ formal and informal relationships with the Republic of Ireland, such as Border Regional 

Authorities, the impact on farming together with research funding attracted by and invested in our 

universities. We welcome the proactive approach taken by the Finance Minister and his recent 

commitment to meeting with councils and NILGA to discuss Northern Ireland’s position, and we would 

propose the formation of a central-local scoping team on this issue as a matter of urgency, linked to the 

wider mechanisms including the Partnership Panel and the Permanent Secretaries / Council Chief 

Executives Group. These two initiatives – themselves demonstrably important to the Programme for 

Government – should work synergistically. 

 

3.0 COMMENTARY ON OUTCOMES 

NILGA is broadly satisfied with the outcomes identified in the Framework, and is of the view that they 

provide sufficient flexibility to enable cross-referencing with the ongoing design of outcomes in the 11 

council Community Plans. We particularly welcome that the first three outcomes are designed to cover 

the three pillars of sustainable development – economic, environmental and social; we look forward to 

working with the NI Executive to explore how Northern Ireland can contribute to achieving the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals to which the UK and Irish governments are committed.  

NILGA notes that some outcomes directly reference local government, whilst others do not, and in this 

context asserts that local government, because of its unique role and constitution, is a key partner to 

achieve all Outcomes, as the Programme for Local Government (attached) illustrates.  

NI councils have an important directive, supportive and collaborative role with the Executive to 

stimulate local-level innovation, R&D and creativity through enterprise learning and entrepreneurial 
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skills development. The draft PfG is a means to link NI local councils and the Executive to grow our local 

business base and resilient, local employment. 

We have a number of suggestions for alternative wording to ensure the inclusion of issues which we 

believe warrant insertion in the priority outcomes for Northern Ireland, as follows:  

Outcome 1: We prosper through a strong, competitive, regionally balanced economy  

NILGA strongly supports the inclusion of this outcome, but would highlight the impact UK policy and 

legislation can have in this area.  

For example, evidence from the Northern Ireland Strategic Migration Partnership engagement with NI 

employers shows that UK immigration regulations vis-a-vis employment of non-EU nationals is 

undermining Northern Ireland’s competitiveness. Tier 2 regulations inhibit Northern Ireland employers 

from attracting and retaining the workforce they needs. Additionally, sector skills councils have 

highlighted the need for diverse staff with linguistic and cultural skills for successful expansion overseas.  

Outcome 2: We live and work sustainably – protecting the environment 

NILGA would wish to see this outcome strengthened by inserting the words ‘and enhancing’, i.e. “We 

live and work sustainably – protecting and enhancing the environment”.  

The explanatory text within the Framework Document should reference the importance of enhancing 

the environment and in particular the water environment, which is so fundamental to many aspects of 

health.  

NILGA would be keen to see a further two bullet points under the ‘Role of the Executive’ heading, i.e.:  

 Promoting a Circular Economy 

 Ensuring compliance with statutory obligations  

 

Outcome 3: We have a more equal society 

NILGA strongly supports inclusion of this outcome but would highlight that Northern Ireland needs more 

than equality monitoring, as attention needs to be on identifying where positive action is needed at 

national level as well as within organisations.                                                                                       

Outcome 4: We enjoy long healthy lives 

NILGA strongly supports this outcome, and notes in particular the identified role of the Executive in 

providing children with the best start in life, supporting parents in their role. NILGA members are keen 

to see some thought given as to how the end of life experience is to be improved e.g. through improved 

hospice provision.  

We would highlight that the UK Immigration Act will have an impact on the ability of Northern Ireland to 

achieve this outcome, given the changes in support for children of refused asylum seekers. 
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Outcome 5: We are an innovative, creative society, where people can fulfil their potential  

NILGA welcomes outcome 5 and notes the link between the creation of a confident and innovative 

workforce/community, and the development of a cultural and societal ‘permission’ to make mistakes. 

There is a role for the Executive, for government departments and for councils to encourage the 

community and the workforce to be bold, less risk averse, and to encourage the media to be supportive 

of the drive to try new things.  

NILGA would be keen to see a further bullet point under the ‘Role of the Executive’ heading, i.e.: 

“Promoting innovative use of resources, ensuring that government as a whole is entrepreneurial in its 

approach, for example within the circular economy.” 

Outcome 6: We have more people working in better jobs 

NILGA welcomes this Outcome, welcomes the reference to local government, and seeks that enterprise 

support agencies, large company private sector resources, small businesses and social economy bodies 

work with municipal entrepreneurs (councils) and government innovators, utilising existing (rather than 

creating new, resource sapping) bodies such as the NI Entrepreneurial Leadership Group (chaired by 

Minister Hamilton).  

Outcome 6: We have more people working in better jobs  

NILGA would again note that attracting the best international talent to Northern Ireland will be made 

more difficult with the UK Tier 2 immigration rules - Northern Ireland employers find it difficult to 

compete with those in regions which can offer higher salaries. 

Outcome 7: We have a safe community where we respect the law, and each other 

We ask that the PfG 2016-2012 Outcome 7 be modified by inserting the words ‘and resilient’, i.e. “We 

have a safe and resilient community where we respect the law, and each other.  

NILGA is firmly of the view that community confidence happens at local level, and there is a 

fundamental role for councils and Policing and Community Safety Partnerships in contributing to 

achieving this outcome.  

The NI crime survey can be used to track changes in confidence, but it would be helpful to incorporate 

the Racial Equality Strategy ethnic monitoring strand into the survey. The PCSP joint committee can 

provide guidance on how to monitor and assess progress in relation to migrant and Black and Minority 

Ethnic (BME) communities. 

Outcome 9: We are a shared society that respects diversity  

NILGA would encourage the Executive to include ‘nationality’ in the list of aspects of identity in the 

supporting information for outcome 9, as this is not always included in information on ethnic group.  We 

would also encourage the use of the same strong wording that is used for outcome 3, i.e. the Executive 

role should be “actively promoting” rather than “acknowledging” diversity. 
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Outcome 10: We are a confident, welcoming, outward-looking society 

NILGA would again highlight for Outcome 10 and also for Outcome 12, the limitations posed for 

Northern Ireland by UK immigration legislation and policy, which we believe undermines these 

objectives, and makes it more difficult to build our place on the international stage. Serious 

consideration will need to be given by the NI Executive as to how it can respond to Westminster 

legislation on this and other areas. Some of the rules that are introduced in Westminster as primary 

legislation are relegated to secondary legislation in Northern Ireland, which limits the opportunity for 

robust devolved debate.  

Outcome 11: We have High Quality Public Services 

NILGA suggested that the PfG 2016-2012 Outcome 11 be modified by inserting the words ‘and resilient’, 

i.e. “We have high quality and resilient public services”. We would therefore also propose that the NI 

Executive requires preparation of adequately resourced Emergency Planning legislation appropriate to 

the Northern Ireland context, at an early stage within the 2016-2021 Assembly mandate.  

Outcome 12: We have created a place where people want to live and work, to visit and invest 

The explanatory text within the PfG should reference the importance of the role of the Executive in 

relation to: 

 Reducing the risk of flooding; and coastal adaptation 

 Providing increased water and wastewater capacity to allow new connections 

 

Outcome 13: We connect people and opportunities through our infrastructure  

NILGA would be keen to see reference to waste infrastructure widened in the supporting text for this 

outcome, to include specific reference to infrastructure for recovery of energy from waste.   

 

NILGA is conscious that energy from waste is a sensitive issue, and we recognise that some technologies 

are less accepted by local communities than others. It is the case however, that Northern Ireland 

requires significant provision of infrastructure if we are to divert our waste from landfill, and particularly 

illegal landfill. The NI Executive and councils will need to work together to develop appropriate 

technology and sites to ensure Northern Ireland future-proofs our approach to the Circular Economy.  

 

Under this outcome we would also suggest adding, as a further role for the Executive “Improve regional 

balance of economic prosperity in peripheral areas with low / limited GVA growth potential”.  

 

Outcome 14: We give our children and young people the best start in life 

NILGA would highlight that given the increasing percentage of our children who are from migrant and 

BME backgrounds, it is essential to ensure in the indicators for Outcome 14 that actions also meet their 
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needs, particularly Indicator 12, which is a pressing issue for communities with a high number of 

migrants. 

 

 4.0 COMMENT ON INDICATORS 

There are some concerns within local government in relation to how the indicators identified in the 

Framework Document have been tested, and questions as to whether some are the right indicators, 

given the evidence already available to government through existing data collection systems. There is 

also concern in relation to the lack of ‘depth’ of indicators and the fact that use of secondary indicators 

has not been maximised.  Again, we need to establish ’what good looks like’, and there is some concern 

that there are no indicators related to issues on which Northern Ireland is currently performing well, 

leading to a less than rounded picture being painted.  

Although the indicators are necessarily Northern Ireland wide, it is the view of local government that a 

(complementary) breakdown of these indicators by local government district will give a better picture of 

local priorities, emphasising the importance of read-across between council evidence bases, plans and 

performance management and that of the NI Executive. The breakdown of employment rate by council 

area given at indicator 34 is therefore welcomed.  A more localised approach to the application of the 

policy direction established by the Framework Document should also ensure rural considerations are 

addressed, with councils and other sectors working in partnership with government departments, 

particularly DAERA. A two tier approach to driving local economies and the regional NI economy, as 

previously mentioned, would also contribute to a number of identified indicators of the draft PfG. 

4.1 Gaps identified in the list of indicators  

NILGA is concerned that a number of issues have not been included in the list of indicators, although it 

acknowledges that the list of indicators doesn’t become too unwieldy. Given the challenges faced by our 

society we would particularly like to see indicators strengthened / included relating to:  

 Reduction of incidence of obesity 

 Increased physical activity  

 Adaptation to and mitigation of climate change  

 Protection of built heritage and reduction in dereliction  

 Continued Public Sector Reform and Private Sector / Social Economy Growth 

 

Suggested wording for some of these are provided at 4.2 and 4.3 below.  

 

4.2 Suggested revisions to Indicators 

Indicator 20:  NILGA would advocate an expansion to the wording of this indicator, to read “Increase the 

size of the economy particularly through Private Sector, Social Economy Sector and Third Sector 

growth”. 
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4.3 Suggested New Indicators  

Under Outcome 1: We suggest that local –level / regional productivity be measured (including GVA). 

Under Outcome 2: There is potential for creation of a new indicator relating to the water environment, 

e.g.  “% of water bodies assessed to be at the EU Water Framework Directive water quality status of 

good or higher”.  

Under Outcome 3: The indicators listed for Outcome 3 don't adequately capture the intent of the 

outcome e.g. to 'actively promote benefits of a diverse society' and to 'support people who face serious 

issues as a result of harmful inequalities'.   

Where clearly relevant, indicators should be disaggregated across S75 groups.  

Under Outcome 3 & 9: We suggest that migrant population and migrant economic activity (labour 

market and SME) be measured. 

Under Outcome 6:  we suggest adding: “Increase the number of private sector and third sector 

employment proportionate to public sector jobs”  

Under Outcome 11: We suggest creating a new indicator relating to resilience, e.g. “% of central and 

local government organisations that have a resilience strategy and action plan”.  

Under Outcome 12: We suggest creating two new indicators relating to: 

 Flooding, such as number of properties assessed to be within the extent of land at risk of 

flooded from the sea or due to pluvial or fluvial flooding 

 The wastewater capacity, area of NI served by wastewater treatment works which have limited 

or zero capacity to allow new connections. 

 

5.0 COMMENT ON MEASURES 

NILGA is particularly encouraged by the acknowledgement within the document that there are some 

gaps in data collection systems, and the drive to develop innovative ‘indices’ on a number of issues. We 

would be keen to obtain information on these indices at an early stage, to ensure that councils can 

contribute usefully to the development of an overall Northern Ireland wide picture, particularly on the 

following: 

 Good Jobs Index 

 Respect Index 

 Self-Efficacy – building on the work already done in the Belfast City Council area 

 National Brand Index 
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5.1 Suggested Revisions to Indicator Measures   

NILGA asserts that, subsequent to 22nd July 2016, and prior to the formal consultations regarding the 

Economic, Social and Investment Strategies, existing formal mechanisms including NILGA and the 

Partnership Panel are modelled to enable local government as an absolutely key delivery partner to 

adapt and provide some depth to indicator measures, particularly where there is commonality (e.g. 

Education Indicators 11,12,13). Notwithstanding this, the following comments are offered in advance of 

22nd July. 

Indicator 1: Reduce Crime  

NILGA is of the view that the measure detailed for Indicator 1 is problematic, in that prevalence rate – 

measuring the number of victims of any crime, is subject to high levels of variability. It is possible for one 

crime to affect thousands of people, which in our view would skew the overall picture. We would 

suggest that a better measure would be a measure of numbers of crimes occurring.  

Indicators 12-17 

NILGA asserts that these inter-dependent indicators need to explicitly reference the need for 

redesigning our Economic and Skills Development interventions, producing an Enterprise Menu which is 

less confusing, less grant aided, and less “inter agency competitive”, and include the provision of 

teaching entrepreneurial skills (using entrepreneurs themselves) linked to the curriculum as early as 

Primary School through to Third level College / University years.  

Indicator 18: Increase the proportion of people working in good jobs 

The suggested Good Jobs Index is problematic unless it is an independently verified Index with clear 

agreed, qualitative and quantifiable measures put in place, particularly in regard to affirming the need to 

proportionately increase private sector and social economy jobs in NI, dispersed throughout the 11 

council areas, with “good” meaning more than salaries and high end jobs, since in many parts of NI a 

“good” job is one which enables work life balance, social and community cohesion, reduced travel to 

work, locality based, etcetera.  More focus will be required on preparation for and development of a 

‘living wage’ in Northern Ireland.  

Indicator 20: Increase the size of the Economy 

The lead measure is problematic unless there is an independently verified formula with clear agreed, 

qualitative and quantifiable measures put in place, particularly in regard to affirming the need to 

proportionately increase private sector and social economy jobs in NI, dispersed equitably throughout 

the 11 council areas as far as reasonably possible, and to set ambitious targets for enabling social 

economy, third sector and private sector bodies to deliver public sector contracts and services. 
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Indicator 22: Increase Innovation in our Economy  

We would question why the suggested measure for increasing innovation in the Northern Ireland 

economy is purely a comparative ranking with other UK regions. The rank of Northern Ireland within this 

system would be materially affected by the performance of other regions. Whilst it is no doubt 

beneficial to view the performance of Northern Ireland as it compares with some of our nearest 

competitors, ranking will not show our year on year improvement or otherwise on a stand-alone basis, 

and as such a NI target should be set which centres around NI being an innovation exemplar region and 

a world leader in Innovation by 2030. We expect NI to deliver gross value (GVA) growth of 1.3% in 2016, 

a small decrease on 2015 with the Northern Ireland remaining the poorest-performing of the 12 UK 

regions. This is well below expected overall UK growth of 2.05 in 2016, so NI needs to aim higher and 

perform substantially better. 

Indicator 24: Improve Internet Connectivity  

It is noted that the lead measure under this indicator relates to ‘premises’ which would seem to limit 

consideration of this indicator to business premises. Given the increase in the home working culture, 

and the desirability of growing the digital economy in Northern Ireland, which is particularly free from 

the need for a physical premises, NILGA would advocate that the next step for the Executive in 

supporting the Next Generation Broadband project would be expanding on the “Fibre to the Cabinet” by 

implementing the “Fibre to the Home” model. NILGA acknowledges that provision of fibre to the home 

is more expensive, but we are of the view that this is a means of future proofing the necessary 

infrastructure in Northern Ireland, and will vastly improve future take-up of government and private 

sector digital service delivery.  

We note that Fibre to the Home (FTTH) has been championed in Europe as the preferred option capable 

of delivering Superfast Broadband (a minimum of 30Mbps). Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) model is not 

promoted as an answer to rural broadband issues as it was not seen as a solution to future proofing. 

Indicator 29: Increase Environmental Sustainability  

Although NILGA acknowledges the need to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, we would question 

why this is the sole measure in relation to increasing environmental sustainability  

Indicator 31: Increase Shared Space 

It is suggested that a further measure is required under this indicator, to include S75 groups.  

Indicator 32: Increase economic opportunities for our most deprived communities  

It is noted that the measure under this indicator identifies deprived communities by place only. 

Although some S75 groups are the subject of discrete indicators, this is not the case for BME groups.  
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Indicator 35: Increase Reconciliation 

It is unfortunate that the measure for this indicator reduces cultural identity to protestant and catholic. 

NILGA would encourage expansion of this measure, or without this expansion, would request more 

clarity in the description of the measure.  

Indicator 36: Increase Household Recycling  

NILGA supports our member councils in the drive to increased household recycling levels; however we 

are of the view that this indicator and the measures supporting it require more attention. It will be vital, 

particularly on the basis of recent information made available by Strategic Investment Board that in 

addition to consideration of recycling, the NI Executive fully considers the impact of waste crime in 

Northern Ireland, and also the potential benefits to our society of the circular economy. NILGA would 

therefore strongly suggest that consideration be given to measures relating to a wider consideration of 

the waste hierarchy and the circular economy.  

 

6.0 CONCLUSION  

NILGA is supportive of the aims, ethos and much of the content of the Framework Document, together 

with the aspirations detailed within. 

To build on this, and mindful of the massive political upheaval facing us locally, regionally, nationally and 

in Europe, NILGA believes that the Programme for Local Government appended is essential to 

strengthening democracy and sustaining NI’s communities during the current and next NI Assembly 

mandate. As such we strongly assert that local government actively contributes to the implementation 

and action required to make a positive impact towards achieving the identified outcomes for Northern 

Ireland, when finalised. This will require fiscal, governance and related contracts in keeping with 

contemporary two tier government elsewhere.  

We very much view community planning as a positive mechanism for delivery locally, and given the 

statutory role of councils in facilitating community plans, we encourage the Executive Office and 

government departments to ensure councils are invited to co-produce the necessary action plans 

strategies, work programmes and performance arrangements emanating from this Framework, with the 

requisite resources devolved to councils to ensure high quality public services at affordable costs.  

We look to Scotland (and other decentralised models) as one of several key benchmarks, in particular 

the relationship between Scottish Government, COSLA and councils; the Scottish Improvement Service; 

recent legislation to enable a Community Empowerment Act (2015) and the Scotland Performs Round 

Table, and trust that central-local working will develop in a similar positive manner, over the current and 

next mandate in Northern Ireland.  

NILGA believes that resources and competencies need to be developed within both tiers of government 

and as such, reaffirms the need for a Transformation Fund to enable delivery bodies and elected 
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members to enhance their skills, which are now required to be cross cutting, are more complex, and 

radically different to the skills portfolio of even the recent past.  

We look forward to see the results of this consultation and are ready, willing and able to engage with 

the NI Executive, Executive Office and government departments to discuss the development of 

appropriate governance for a joint, action-oriented approach. As such, NILGA will approach and work 

with all Ministers and Opposition Leaders to achieve citizen driven programmes of delivery that will 

achieve the principles of the Programme for Government Framework.  

 

Disclaimer 
 

The Northern Ireland Local Government Association (NILGA) endeavours to ensure that the information contained 
within our Website, Policies and other communications is up to date and correct. 
 

We do not, however, make any representation that the information will be accurate, current, complete, 
uninterrupted or error free or that any information or other material accessible from or related to NILGA is free of 
viruses or other harmful components. 
 

NILGA accepts no responsibility for any erroneous information placed by or on behalf of any user or any loss by any 
person or user resulting from such information. 

 



 11th July 2016  

Dear Adrian,  

September is International Childhood Cancer Awareness Month and Gold is the official colour. Please again 

be a part of this worldwide campaign and light Lagan Valley Island up gold from the 1st to the 4th September 

to help us raise awareness of childhood cancer. See attached technical guidelines.  

The Light It Up Gold campaign in September 2015 saw more than 100 buildings and landmarks across the 

country shine gold, including The Mansion House, Dublin Convention Centre, Shannon Airport, Cobh 

Cathedral, Dunbrody Famine Ship and many others.   

With your help, in September 2016 we will:- 

• Ensure that every county in Ireland will shine gold from the 1st to 4th of September.

• Raise awareness of the many issues affecting children with cancer, from severity of chemotherapy

and radiotherapy treatments to devastating lifelong side effects.

• Shine a light on the bravery of children in treatment and their families, honour our boys and girls

who have survived and remember all those who have tragically lost their young lives to childhood

cancer.

Childhood Cancer Foundation (CCF) is a registered charity set up and run by parents of children with cancer. 

We fund the internationally recognised arts in medicine programme, Beads of Courage™ on St John’s 

Paediatric Cancer Ward at Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital Crumlin and Play Services on the Day Unit. The 

Charity also funds a medical research project in conjunction with UCD School of Nursing and St John’s Ward. 

We advocate for improved supports and services for children with cancer in the new National Cancer Strategy 

2016 to 2025 and are working with The Irish Cancer Society to develop a Parent Peer To Peer Support 

Network. You can learn more about our work and projects at www.childhoodcancer.ie and follow us on 

www.facebook.com/lightitupgold 

Please help us Light Ireland up Gold this September. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Maura Toner 

Childhood Cancer Foundation 

 Re: Light It Up Gold – 1st to 4th September 2016 

Appendix 3



 

 

7 Keypoint, Rosemount Business Park, Ballycoolin, Dublin 11 

Tel: 01 – 5545655,   Email: info@childhoodcancer.ie ,   Web:  www.childhoodcancer.ie  

Directors: Mary Claire Rennick; Karen Foran; Aine D’Arcy; Aoife Clarke 

Registered Number 535330  CHY 21198 

 

How to Light It Up Gold – Building exterior: 

Rosco colour filters are available in 4ft x 21inch sheets and 4ft x 25ft rolls (14 sheets). Most light fixtures can be 

covered using the 4ft x 21inch sheets. However, if you need to add Gold to several lights, it is more economical to 

buy the 4ft x 25ft roll. Every light is different and each will accept the filter in its own way. Some fixtures may have a 

slot for sliding the filter in, others may necessitate a little more creativity to attach the filter in front - which may be 

as simple as a little tape. 

 

Make sure to leave some separation between the filter and the actual lamp, as the lamp itself can get quite hot. 

Securing the filter outside the glass lens of the luminaire (not the lamp or bulb) is best. Using moulding materials like 

chicken wire to build a stand-off for the filter away from the light might help if your light is too hot right at the lens. 

Try to cover the entire beam because any white light not covered with the filter can overpower the gold light. 

Filters can be used internally and externally on windows and glass. If your building has fluorescent lighting, sleeves 

are available by special order.  

Where to Buy. 

You can purchase this filter from the following companies; 

Company:  Stage Lighting Centre   Reynolds of Raphoe 

Address:  12 Brunswick Pl, Dublin 2   Raphoe, Co Donegal 

Phone: (01) 677 3044    (074) 914 5179 

FAX:   (01) 6773724     (074) 914 5499 

Email: Sales@stagelightingcentre.com  liam@ror.ie 

_______________________________________________ 

Costs:   Sheet  – 4ft x 21inches           = €6.50 plus vat@23% = €8.00 

  Roll   – 4ft x 25ft (14 Sheets)     = €74.75 plus vat @23% = €91.94 

   Orders can also be processed by post/courier with both companies 

  

 
  

Childhood Cancer Foundation 

 
           

 

 

                                       Rosco Light It Up Gold Products 

Rosco E-Colour #550: Gold Medal is the official colour filter of the Light It Up Gold campaign. Use this 

colour filter/gel on the lights illuminating your home, business or other building and      help  

       Light It Up Gold from the 1st – 4th of September 2016 

 

 

 

 

             Rosco E-Colour #550: Gold Medal 

mailto:Sales@stagelightingcentre.com
mailto:liam@ror.ie


 

Somme/Guillemont Tour 2016 
1st September – 5th September 2016 

Provisional Itinerary 

“Subject to change” 
The estimated price is £620.00 per person (excludes personal insurance) 

Includes: Flights (Belfast to London return), luxury coach travel throughout with experienced courier. Ferry crossings. 3 Star hotel 

accommodation is twin bedrooms with private facilities (there will be a single room supplement of £100.00), buffet breakfast included. 

For booking conditions see below 

All travel arrangements are made through Laffin Travel – an ABTA Bonded Agent 

Thursday 1st September 2016:- Depart Belfast City Airport for London Gatwick. Coach to Dover for ferry crossing to Calais 

then on to the Hotel in Arras. 

Friday 2nd September 2016:- Depart Hotel for full days visit into Belgium where visits will include the 16th (Irish) Division 

Memorial at Wytschaete, the Pool of Peace at Spanbroekmolen and Lone Tree Cemetery. Lunch at leisure in Ypres. After lunch 

the Tyne Cot Memorial and Cemetery and the Sanctuary Wood. The evening service at the Menin Gate. 

Saturday 3rd September 2016:- Services today at the Ulster Memorial Tower and the Cross of Sacrifice to the 16th (Irish) 

Division at Guillemont, lunch today is included in the cost of the tour. Evening at Leisure in Arras. 

Sunday 4th September 2016:- Depart for full day’s tour in the Arras and Somme areas. Visits will include Vimy Ridge, Notre 

Dame de Lorette, The Ulster Memorial Tower and Thiepval Wood followed by the South African Memorial at Delville Wood and 

other sites in the Somme area. Lunch today is included in the price. Evening at leisure in Arras. 

Monday 5th September 2016:- . Travel to Calais for ferry crossing to Dover and on to London then Belfast. 

To reserve a place on this tour, please complete the slip below. A deposit of £150 per person is payable on booking (non-

refundable) N.B. No bookings will be accepted without a deposit. Final payments and the names of those travelling must 

be received before Monday 4th July 2016. The airline have a policy on group fares and will charge £80 for any amendments 

after this date. 

Please make cheques payable to The Somme Association: and send to Mrs Carol Walker, Director, Somme Association, Somme 

Heritage Centre, 233 Bangor Road, Newtownards. BT23 7PH.  

.......................................................................................................................................... .................................................................. 

Please reserve........................Place(s) on the 2016 Somme/Guillemont Tour 

I enclose a cheque for £.................................................. 

Type of room/rooms.....................................Name of Contact....................................................... ................................................. 

Address...................................................................................................................... ........................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................................P.Code........ ................................ 

Telephone.....................................................Email.............................. .............................................................................................. 

Signed.............................................................................................................Date...... ...................................................................... 

Full names of those travelling………………………………................................................................................... ......................... 

………………………………..............................................................................................................................................................  

Booking Conditions: 

Insurance: It is a condition of travel that clients are covered by travel insurance. Bookings can only be accepted on this basis. 

Name of Insurance Company and policy number................................................................................... ........................................... 

Costs and itinerary 

subject to change. 
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øi
Invest
Northern
Ireland

301h June 2016

Dr Theresa Donaldson
Chief Executive
Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council
Civic Headquarters
Lagan Valley Island
LISBURN
BT27 4RL

Dear Theresa

RE: NORThERN IRELAND BUSINESS START PROGRAMME (NIBSP)

Thank you for your correspondence received on the 22 June 2016.

As you will be aware following Local Government Reform, the responsibility for delivery of local start
up provision transferred to the Councils in April 2015.

Following a number of requests from Councils to extend the Regional Start Initiative (PSI) contract,
Invest NI sought advice from both our internal procurement team and CPD. This advice was sought
to ensure that procurement guidelines were followed and to ensure that Invest NI was protected
against any potential challenges to these extensions.

The advice received at this time allowed Invest NI to extend the contract initially from April 15—Oct
15 and then from Oct 15-Oct 16. We have consistently and repeatedly communicated that the
contract could not be extended beyond this Oct 16 timescale. These extensions have cumulated in
an additional 19 months of activity and further contract costs of £1 .5m.

Following this most recent request from Councils, we have once again sought advice from our
Procurement Manager and CPD. The advice is that any further extension to this contract could place
Invest NI at an increased risk of challenge given the significant timescales and additional costs
involved.

Based on this advice, Invest NI is not in a position to further extend the ASI contract.

Notwithstanding this position, I hope you would agree that Invest NI has been very flexible and
supportive thus far in working in partnership with the Councils and by agreeing to the continued
management of the PSI contract on behalf of Councils. In relation to the ongoing development of the
NIBSP, we would be keen to see this programme in place as early as possible and I would therefore
ask that you do all you can to ensure that the outstanding information is submitted to Capaxo within
the agreed timescale (1St July 2016).

Please be assured that Invest NI is flexible and fully committed to minimising all timescales within
the economic appraisal and casework approval processes to help ensure NIBSP can commence
delivery as soon as possible.

Bedford square, Bedford Street, Belfast, BT2 7E5
T: +44(0)28 9069 8000 F: +44(0)28 9043 6536 Text Relay: 18001 028 9069 8000 INVESTORS Gold

• info@investnl.com www.inyestni.com IN PEOPLE
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Invest NI has been and remains fully supportive of Councils’ effort to deliver against the PfG job
target, and we will continue to provide ongoing support and advice to Councils.

Yours sincerely

OONAGH HINDS
Executive Director
Regional Business Group
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Additional Report of Chief Executive to MM 26 07 2016 

 

LISBURN & CASTLEREAGH CITY COUNCIL 
MEETING OF COUNCIL – 26 JULY 2016 
 
ADDITIONAL REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
 
PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose of this report is to set out for Members’ consideration a number of 
recommendations relating to the operation of the new Council. 
 
The following decisions are required:- 
 
  

To support the decision of the Planning Committee to 
call the Public Inquiry in regard to the proposed 
Engineering works incorporating the extraction of rock 
over a 5 year period to facilitate the extension of the 
existing storage area.  Also the construction of a 
replacement workshop, a fabrication shed and the 
installation and operation of a replacement concrete 
plant, aggregate storage bays and retention of a 
settlement lagoon at 5 Pond Park Road, East, Lisburn 
(Planning Application S/2011/0659/F ); and  
 
To approve that Delegated Authority is given to the 
Planning Committee to process the necessary 
documentation and route of travel because of the very 
tight timescales 
To nominate the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the 
Corporate Services Committee to attend the event 
entitled “Excellence in Local Government” on 25 and 26 
October 2016 in the Hilton Hotel, Templepatrick, at an 
estimated cost of £22.23  per delegate attending in 
respect of travelling expenses only 

 
 
ITEMS FOR DECISION 
 
1 S/2011/0659/F  -  5 Pond Park Road East, Lisburn, BT12 3RQ 
 Proposal – Engineering works incorporating the extraction of rock over a 5 
 year period to facilitate the extension of the existing storage area.  Also the 
 construction of a replacement workshop, a fabrication shed and the  
 installation and operation of a replacement concrete plant, aggregate 
 storage bays and retention of a settlement lagoon    -    Notice of Opinion to 
 Approve 
 
Following consideration of this matter at the April Planning Committee meeting and 
subsequent correspondence to the Department, the Department has agreed to the 
Council’s request to hold a Public Inquiry into their position of ‘A Notice of Opinion to 
Approve’ the proposal. 



Additional Report of Chief Executive to MM 26 07 2016 

 

 
The Department has asked the Commission to conduct the proceedings and a date 
has been agreed for 4 October 2016. 
 
As the statement of case must be submitted to the Commission by Monday, 15 
August 2016, it is extremely important to agree the position moving forward. 
 
Recommendation 

 
It is recommended that the Council supports the decision of the Planning Committee to 
call the Public Inquiry. 
 
It is also recommended that because of the very tight timescales that Delegated 
Authority is given to the Planning Committee to process the necessary documentation 
and route of travel. 
 
 
2 EVENT – EXCELLENCE IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 25 AND 26 OCTOBER 2016 
 HILTON HOTEL, TEMPLEPATRICK 
 
Attached at Appendix 1 are details in regard to the above event being held on 25 and 
26 October 2016 at the Hilton Hotel, Templepatrick.  As NILGA have been able to 
secure a limited number of complimentary invitations, the cost for attendance is in 
relation to travelling expenses only. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended to nominate the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Corporate 
Services Committee to attend the Event entitled “Excellence in Local Government” to 
be held on 25 and 26 October 2016 in the Hilton Hotel, Templepatrick, at an estimated 
cost of £22.23 per delegate attending in respect of travelling expenses only. 
 
 
 
DR THERESA DONALDSON 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
25 July 2016 
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